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ABSTRACT

Civic Biology was published in 1914 in New York City, becoming the bestselling
textbook in the country and the central text of the 1925 Tennessee Scopes Trial, which upheld
state laws prohibiting teachers from discussing evolution in their classrooms. Hunter hoped the
book, which emphasized systems of order and organization, would provide students with ideals
of “civic betterment” by describing the “big underlying biological concepts on which society is
built.” This thesis traces resonances between the changing concepts of academic biological
research alongside changing pedagogical reforms, immigration legislation, models of political
economy, and adolescent psychology, showing how prominent thinkers fused these disparate
conversations into an increasingly unified model of society. By looking at textbooks both as they
were imagined and as they were actually used in classrooms, this thesis hopes to describe the
lived realities within a regime of biopolitics from the point of view of a high school student in
Progressive-Era New York City.
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The objectives for the teaching of biology…:
1. To train the pupil in observation and reasoning.
2. Acquaint each pupil with his environment and the common
forms of plant and animal life, together with the structure, function
and care of his own body…
3. To show the pupil his place in nature, his share of responsibility
in the present and future of human society.
—James E. Peabody, Chairman. 1915. "Preliminary Report of the Biology
Subcommittee On the Reorganization of Secondary Education. National Education
Association. School Science and Mathematics. 15:44-53.
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Introduction
The pupil entering the tenth school year should possesses a fund of information
which make him at one with his immediate environment. Air, water, soil, life on
the earth and the common activities of that life, be it the work of man, animal or
plants, form a rather complete whole, representing the environment. Looking off
into space, the child beholds a new set of relations, those among the heavenly
bodies, and therefore some of these should be included in the study of science
previous to the tenth school year.1
—In a 1922 New York City teacher’s journal, the summary of a talk
given Franklin P. Germann before “The Society for the
Experimental Study of Education.”

This thesis analyzes the relationship between Progressive-Era political thought and
biology education by analyzing how reformers integrated these two discourses into a new vision
for students in New York City public schools. I use a single textbook as its anchor point: a high
school biology textbook titled Civic Biology. Written by George William Hunter and published
by American Book Company in 1914, this textbook was used widely throughout the country; in
some states up to 90% of students read Hunter’s description of the natural world in their high
school classrooms. Civic Biology is often analyzed in relation to its central role in the 1925
Scopes Trial.2 This study, however, casts a wider net, analyzing the rapidly shifting ideological
landscapes of biological research and biology education in the decades preceding the trial.
To understand how Civic Biology functioned, I look at three sites: the intersection of
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academic biological research and political discourse at large, the textbook itself, and students in
the classroom. I use each of these sites to analyze a new biological and political emphasis on
organization that was novel to this particular historical moment. By looking at all of these scales
together — from the macroscopic discourse amongst prominent academic and political thinkers
all the way to the daily routines of classroom education — I trace these new ideas of
coordination and order as they circulated through the minds and mouths of politicians,
philosophers, industrialists, researchers, teachers, and students. In many ways, this is a traditional
story of a Progressive political project to develop technologies of order. My inquiry traces the
role that biology education played in shaping the young people who participated in that emerging
society.
Countless scholars have showed that Americans (including students) in Progressive-Era
America were facing a rapidly changing environment in every sphere of their lives: political,
economic, ideological, and ecological. The Progressive Era, roughly defined as the period 18901930, was a time of rapid modernization. As Robert Wiebe famously wrote in his classic survey
The Search For Order:
An age never lent itself more readily to sweeping, uniform description:
nationalization, industrialization, mechanization, urbanization. Yet to almost all of the
people who created them, these themes meant only dislocation and bewilderment.
America in the late nineteenth century was a society without core. It lacked those national
centers of authority and information which might have given order to such swift
changes.3
As academics, politicians, corporate leaders, educators, developed language and
technologies to create this “order,” the science of biology, emerging in the nineteenth century as
an interdisciplinary life science studying organization, supplied powerful models, metaphors, and
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Robert H. Wiebe, The Search for Order, 1877-1920 (Macmillan, 1967), 12.
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tools with which to understand and control a rapidly changing society. This study depicts each of
these social sites alongside biology to understand not only how porous these domains became at
this moment, but why and how biology in particular dominated so much of the conceptual
landscape. In 1892, Clarence King of the U. S. Geological Survey famously proclaimed the dawn
of an “age of biology.”4 Many scholars have looked at the relationships between theoretical
biology and Progressive political philosophy at this historical moment. But both biologists and
political philosophers were vehemently interested in education specifically because young people
were the actors that would participate in the biological and political reformers’ mutual vision of a
cooperative civic world. Any historical era needs characters. This thesis asks: how did this new
biological discourse begin to pervade the lived experience of young people as they come of age?
Progressive-Era political philosophers and their contemporaries in Biology Departments
both explored the principles, properties, and virtues of coordination. In 1909, Herbert Croly
wrote an influential (though unprofitable) book titled The Promise of American Life. In the
monograph, Croly argued that "the traditional American confidence in individual freedom has
resulted in a morally and socially undesirable distribution of wealth."5 Instead, “it should be the
effort of all civilized societies to substitute coöperative for competitive methods, wherever
coöperation can prove its efficiency.”6 A year after Croly published this treatise, Theodore
Roosevelt unveiled his platform of “New Nationalism” in a speech in Osawotomie, Kansas. In
the speech, Roosevelt proposed the dawn of his new model of democracy, whereby “The man
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In 1892, former U.S. Geological Survey leader and public intellectual Clarence King published
an essay in The Forum, a New York literary magazine titled “The Education of the Future.” In it,
King proclaimed, “this… is the age of energy; next will be the age of biology.” Clarence King,
“The Education of the Future,” Forum 13 (1892): 20–23; cited in Pauly, Biologists and the
Promise of American Life, 166.
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Ibid., 793.
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who wrongly holds that every human right is secondary to his profit must now give way to the
advocate of human welfare.”7 Many journalists credited Croly’s concept of cooperation as the
basis and design of Roosevelt’s election campaign over the next two years, which departed
sharply from his previous rhetoric of liberalism.8
In his book entitled Biologists and The Promise of American Life, historian Philip Pauly
analyzes biologists’ response and participation in Croly’s cosmic assessment. Pauly describes the
role of evolutionism as the “theoretical complex that stood at the base of Progressive
philosophy.”9 But to understand this link between evolutionary theory and early 20th Century
Progressive politics we must first understand a crucial shift in the emphasis within evolutionary
theory: the transition from describing organism-level to population-level organization.
Darwinian evolution explains population characteristics (for example, adaptive morphologies or
speciation) as outcomes of organisms’ own success at survival and reproduction, and individual
adaptations to their surrounding environment. It was only later interpretations of evolution, with
an increasing focus on the new field of ecology, that explained even immutable characteristics of
the organism in light of the organisms’ particular position within their environmental
surrounding — what would later be called a “niche.” The emerging biological models
increasingly focused on interrelationships between organisms. During the Progressive Era,
biologists increasingly came to develop theories of cooperative, rather than competitive
organization at the population level.
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Only predicated on biology theory’s transition to population-level focus could
Progressive-Era political thinkers assert what Pauly summarizes as “intelligence and planning as
a way to progress.” Reformers in every sphere, from life insurance corporation managers to
public school superintendents to union organizers, depended on widespread participation in their
new vision of democracy as public organization. Pauly characterized this era of reform as
“efforts of small groups of Americans to build a prosperous, liberal, secular, and humane nation,
composed in part of organisms that would reason and experiment.”10 And so, biology educators,
imbued with the credibility of science and the access to young minds, embraced a mission to
give their students—soon to be voting citizens—what Roosevelt called the “right stuff”
prerequisite to being a “good citizen.”11
While New York City Progressive reformers envisioned their model of social
organization as a universal ideal, they faced challenges by educators, politicians, and residents
from a variety of regional, demographic, and ideological contexts. The objections most visible in
national discourse were the legal challenges to Progressive biology mounted by voters in
Southern states. By the 1920s, state legislatures began to pass anti-evolution laws banning
teachers from using textbooks like Civic Biology in their classrooms. The ensuing Scopes Trial,
in which three-time presidential candidate William Jennings Bryan led the prosecution against
John Scopes for teaching evolution to his students, has been widely cited as case of a
fundamental conflict between science and religion. But The Origin of Species was published in
1859; yet states didn't begin to pass anti-evolution laws until the 1920s. Teachers had been using
science textbooks that included evolution across the country for decades. Why did it take a half-
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century for states to mobilize a legal challenge to the theory of evolution? If we are to take their
objection to evolution as a serious objection to biological theory, why did they not advocate for
these anti-evolution laws in the 1860s, or at any point during the four decades following?
Another interpretation of the Scopes Trial is that evolution merely served as a proxy for a
mounting culture war between South and North, fundamentalism and modernism. But this
explanation of biology as cultural Rorschach blot oddly denies residents of Dayton Tennessee
and other towns any credit for engaging with the material of the textbook itself, assuming that
citizens who were clearly engaged with politics were rejecting science on the grounds of
affective cultural xenophobia. Why at this particular moment does school-taught evolution face
such resistance, not only among rural southern voters but also Boston Catholic teachers and even
among many academic research biologists themselves?
Adam Shapiro’s recent study argues that no new discoveries in religion or science
suddenly changed southern voters’ opinions about evolution, arguing instead that the Scopes
fight represents a combination of resistance to the increasingly coercive (and largely New Yorkbased) publishing industry as well as resistance to the new integration of biology and political
ideology in new editions of the Civic Biology curriculum.12 Hunter’s 1914 Civic Biology
textbook, when compared to his first edition in 1907 entitled Elements of Biology, certainly
introduces a radical new integration of social organization concepts into the description of the
natural world. But I think Hunter’s revision is deeper than linking preexisting theories of
evolution and politics. Civic Biology does not describe a fundamentally competitive model of
survival of the fittest but rather a later interpretation of evolution as a vision of cooperative
organization at a population-level. Reading Hunter’s new textbook, residents of Dayton,
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Tennessee were not primarily objecting to Darwinian evolution, which analyzes autonomous
individuals; they were objecting to a shift in biological research towards this new Progressive
Era emphasis on organization in groups. In their eyes, this new emphasis subsumed individual
rights and independence, instead depicting nature as a highly structured, cooperative system
where each organism sacrifices its own welfare in service to the wider community.
This gradual theoretical transition from describing the natural world in terms of separate
organisms to describing biology in terms of coordinated systems preceded shifts in education
reform that were motivated by the same ideology. Many thinkers increasingly theorized and
depicted the living world in increasingly wide networks- the scale of study included human
societies within the domain of biological systems. This thesis examines how these changes in
biological models of thought directly impacted the way that teachers taught young students in
classrooms. I trace these new biological concepts as they travel between theoretical discourse,
institutional structures, and practices of daily life. I think that following this type of pathway
offers a way to account for the newly mobilized resistance to evolution by describing the
increasingly dominant role of rapidly changing biological theories in political discourse. As they
enrolled in increasing numbers in high school biology classes, Americans encountered this
intersection between biology and politics explicitly for the first time.
Many historians have used various lenses to analyze the discourses that orbited around
each of George William Hunter’s high school biology students during the first two decades of
the twentieth century. Economic and political historians like Robert Wiebe, David Noble,
JoAnna Yates, Theodore Porter, and Jonathan Levy have tracked the Progressive-Era emphasis
on technologies of order and systematization, from the expansion of information technology to
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the rise of corporate capitalism.13 Lynn Nyhart, Jan Sapp, Donald Worster, Joel Hagen, Jane
Maienschein, and many more historians of biology have traced the rise of ecology and models of
cooperation and organization as they transformed throughout the nineteenth century.14 Historians
of science and historians of education have documented transitions in science education, looking
at sites ranging from textbooks (David Kaiser and Christopher Philips) to blackboards (Caitlyn
Wiley) to institutional structures and teacher practices (Larry Cuban, Sally Kohlstedt, David
Tyack, Herbert Kliebard, Tracy Steffes).15 A few historians have traced the deep resonances
between political economy, biological theory, and education at this historical moment: Adam
Shapiro’s wonderfully detailed account of the textbook publishing industry leading up to the
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Scopes Trial, and Philip Pauly’s extensive account of the context of high school biology
education in Progressive-Era New York City have provided rich groundwork for understanding
the institutions shaping students’ experiences.16 Evelyn Fox Keller, Donna Haraway, Ian
Hacking, Lorraine Daston, Peter Galison, and Lukas Rieppel represent a small subset of the
scholars analyzing the politics of scientific representation - these studies have offered invaluable
tools for analyzing the role of images, authority, and objectivity in shaping worldviews, offering
methods to analyze both the explicit and implicit role of objects and perception in
epistemological regimes.17 My analysis builds on this wide net of scholarship, weaving together
analyses of political economy, education history, labor history, intellectual history of biology,
and of representation and epistemology.
While a project of this scope cannot possibly incorporate the nuances each of these
analytical lenses offers, I instead hopes to show resonances between spheres of thought. Many of
the studies listed above link two historical discourses to each other- education and political
economy, biology and labor, and so on. However, to understand the perspective of students
living in a new worldview, I am interested in assembling as many dimensions as possible to
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account for their experiences as people who were influenced by many cultural, political,
economic, and ideological contexts simultaneously. Students themselves walked through many
spaces within a day: their families’ homes, their local neighborhoods, their school buildings,
their religious institutions, their produce markets and their own imaginations. They engaged with
information from a variety of sources, ranging from their regional and ethnically specific oral
traditions, radio and newspaper media, their school curricula, and discussions amongst their
peers. By juxtaposing many discourses, this thesis hopes to offer some window into the terrain of
shifting worldviews that students were asked to navigate in real time. Through the lens of a
single high school textbook, this study will analyze the pivotal role biology education played in
shaping that conceptual landscape.
The first chapter will analyze both the theoretical developments and institutional changes
in academic biological research. I argue that the growing class of interdisciplinary biologists
addressed the concept of organization by emphasizing two major aspects of their research: largescale systems and processes of coordination between parts. The chapter analyzes how these two
aspects of studying organization changed in the emerging concepts in biology and ecology. It
then shows how biologists and administrators rendered the same concepts of organization in the
structures of academic departments themselves by creating professional societies, distinguishing
their laboratory work in comparison to what they depicted as an isolated model of German
research, and increasingly creating interdisciplinary biology departments studying all life
sciences. The chapter then shows how these ideas both influenced and were impacted by
academic sociology, including human social systems within the domain of studying the
organization of life. By linking these two discourses, the chapter then shows how politicians and
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corporate executives used the biological concepts of organization to design, build, and new
forms of democracy and industry.
The second chapter shows how George William Hunter, who was both a high school
teacher and a Ph.D. student himself in New York City, wrote and revised several editions of a
high school biology textbook that, both in its content and in the way it was distributed through
school systems, endorsed and embodied the emerging Progressive-Era ideals of coordinated
systems. Civic Biology was the first widely used textbook to teach a unified interdisciplinary
“biology” curriculum instead of the three common natural history disciplines of zoology, botany,
and human physiology. With its new focus on “interrelationships,” Civic Biology included
human social systems and political ideals within the domain of the living world, teaching his
students Progressive-Era concepts of coordinated population-level organization as the defining
underlying character of nature itself. As school systems became increasingly coordinated and
states began purchasing textbooks at the state rather than at the municipal level, the textbook
Civic Biology itself served as a coordinating technology for an increasingly standardized national
education. Through his best-selling manuscript, Hunter spoke directly to students across the
country about how they were expected to participate in what was a new biological vision of civic
life.
The third chapter analyzes the regional and cultural valences embedded in Hunter’s text,
and the many objections Civic Biology faced from diverse groups on diverse grounds, ranging
from Catholic schoolteachers to rural residents of Dayton, Tennessee, to academic research
biologists themselves. Through correspondence with Hunter’s publisher, American Book
Company, the chapter analyzes how the economic interests of the publishing industry and
Hunter’s cultural and political views (often in contradiction with each other) shaped a textbook
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that was exported to a wide variety of settings throughout the country. Originally slated to be
titled Urban Biology, Civic Biology was explicitly written for Hunter’s own students in the New
York City public school where he taught. The chapter analyzes some of the reasons this urban
Progressive biology textbook provoked many states to pass laws banning teachers from teaching
evolution in public schools, and effectively prohibited states from buying textbooks like Civic
Biology. These laws reached national attention in the infamous Scopes Trial in 1925, where
three-time presidential candidate William Jennings Bryan led the prosecution against biology
teacher John Scopes, defended by an army of New York lawyers. The chapter argues that the
advocates resisting Hunter’s textbook left deep impacts in the high school biology curriculum,
both by winning some of their demands for revisions as well as by acting as a cultural foil
against which Hunter and other biology educators defined their own claim to epistemological
authority.
The fourth chapter analyzes the realities of classroom practices to imagine how high
school students experienced Hunter’s curriculum in their individual schools. The chapter uses
teacher correspondence, contemporaneous education and adolescent development research,
photographs of classrooms, and the text of Hunter’s laboratory manuals to show the rapid
changes in how people imagined students in the first place. By analyzing both the discourse and
the sparsely documented practices, the chapter argues that while the new biology pedagogy
employed a rhetoric of independent inductive inquiry, classrooms were actually reliant upon
highly scripted activities that left students little room for the investigative exploration reformers
claimed to champion. As states passed both child labor restrictions and compulsory education
laws, high school enrollment levels skyrocketed across the country. Ironically, despite the goal to
lead adolescents out of the factory and into the school, actual classroom practices re-created the
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relations of industrial labor, denying students access to the epistemological tools of direct
scientific inquiry.
Between 1907 and 1955, Hunter published nine editions of his high school biology
textbook, revising and retitling his text each time. Dave Kaiser calls textbooks an “invaluable
tool for charting intellectual trends, political economy, [and] market forces… especially during
moments of uncommon institutional change.”18 In this case, I think Hunter’s textbooks not only
chart institutional change but also hoped to mobilize institutional change by shaping students’
conceptions of themselves as citizens through a new description of the natural world. Civic
Biology describes a portrait of a biological world built upon coordination between parts, moving
away from a description of competitive, individual evolution. Hunter used his text to read the
natural world in terms of systems of cooperative organization; his students read these texts as
they became increasingly surrounded by institutions that embodied the same ideals. As more
students enrolled in high schools, educators embraced the task of what Ian Hacking calls
“creating people.”19 Educators recast the individual student by shifting descriptions of their role
in society as well as the qualities of their developing minds, hoping to create students who had
internalized the virtues of a complex, coordinated biological network. As students encountered
Progressive-Era philosophies of centralized organization on every level of discourse and material
organization of their daily lives, texts like Civic Biology naturalized the Progressive-Era model
as a description of life itself.
Analyzing any textbook demands the question: what role do teachers and students play in
negotiating ideologies in real time? Jim Secord and Kapil Raj have called for descriptions of the
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“circulation” of knowledge, a model that allows us to address what Raj calls the “inherent
asymmetries involved in the making and movement of knowledge in its material and nonmaterial dimensions.”20 “Circulation” allows us to see textbooks as sites of exchange between
diverse populations; objects that embody both the voices and the silences in those forums of
negotiating knowledge.
I think that reading these resonances offers a pathway to trace the lived realities of a
theoretical framework of biopower and biopolitics, showing how Civic Biology acted directly as
a historical object that circulated through many spaces, provoking material consequences for
students and teachers in the classroom, as well as legal and ideological resistance. Following a
text like Civic Biology can offer a portrait of some of the mechanisms by which knowledge
production functions in a real historical case. As Foucault described in his framework of
biopower, the porousness between biology and politics was “not simply a way of transcribing a
political discourse into biological terms…. but a real way of thinking about … the history of
societies. …and so on…”21 I will suggest that by examining the new vision of biology that
Hunter articulated in his 1914 textbook Civic Biology, we can begin to see how people’s
conception of nature and of civil society mutually informed one another in Progressive Era
America.
How can we then use historical and theoretical lenses to explore the question: how does a
fourteen year old internalize a scientific and political discourse into their worldview, and into
their very body? In the passage at the opening of this section, the author projects himself into the
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position of a tenth-grade student “looking off into space.” It is the “relations… among the
heavenly bodies” that the child can derive with his own eyes, but to be “at one with his
immediate environment” he needed a “fund of information.” Why is it that an educator in this
moment would imagine the relations between distant stars as more intuitive than the world the
student inhabited every day? Why does this educator look at the elements “air, water, soil” and
fear that students will not see the “complete whole”? How can we imagine a moment a century
ago in New York City, heeding the teacher’s call to imagine ourselves sitting as students in
desks, looking across a complex landscape of ideas?
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CHAPTER 1

The Age of Biology
During the Progressive Era, roughly defined from 1890-1930, biologists and political
thinkers exchanged language constantly, each field bolstering the other as they justified their
claims with parallel metaphors and models. The central themes of this exchange were models of
coordination and organization. As each field attempted to develop these concepts in response to a
rapidly changing historical moment, two major aspects of systems emerged: expanding the scale
and redefining the borders of the systems, and developing new models and tools to think about
coordination between heterogeneous parts across larger distances. Clarence King famously
called the early 20th century the “Age of Biology.” 22 This chapter shows how biologists used
new research methods and conceptual frameworks to assume a prominent role in defining and
articulating philosophies or organization and order across many spheres of American life as part
of the Progressive Movement.
This chapter will examine early twentieth century concepts of coordination as they
manifest across several disparate case studies. The chapter will move between the biological
research and writing of Karl Möbius, Eugenius Warming, Frederic Clements, and Arthur
Tansley; sociological writings spanning from Herbert Spencer to Herbert Croly; economic actors
such as George Perkins and J.P. Morgan; and the immigration policies designed to articulate the
boundaries of nationhood. All of these cases show striking parallels in the language, rhetoric, and
methods they used to understand large systems. The parallels show the deep entwined
relationship science shared with other modes of thought. Rather than representing an isolated line
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of inquiry that could then influence the public sphere in somehow discrete or managed ways, this
study shows the messy exchange and deep resonances between spheres of discourse. Specifically
at this moment, thinkers across biology, industry, politics, education, and social theory leveraged
those very resonances in order to deliberately construct their own credibility. Later chapters will
show how biology education was a site to imagine and communicate a new vision for
Progressive-Era America to the new participants in civic society: children newly enrolled in
expanding public school systems. This chapter first provides the institutional and ideological
context for this emerging vision of order, beginning with its roots in academic biological
thought.
PROGRESSIVE PHILOSOPHY
Progressive-Era politics emphasized population-level planning and a rhetoric of
collectivism. In 1909, Herbert Croly wrote an influential book titled The Promise of American
Life. In the monograph, Croly famously argued, "the traditional American confidence in
individual freedom has resulted in a morally and socially undesirable distribution of wealth."23
Instead, Croly decreed, “it should be the effort of all civilized societies to substitute coöperative
for competitive methods, wherever coöperation can prove its efficiency. ”24 A year after Croly
published his treatise, Theodore Roosevelt unveiled his platform of “New Nationalism” in a
speech in Osawotomie, Kansas. In the speech, Roosevelt proposed the dawn of his new model of
democracy, whereby “The man who wrongly holds that every human right is secondary to his
profit must now give way to the advocate of human welfare.”25 Many journalists credited Croly’s
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concept of cooperation as the basis and design of Roosevelt’s election campaign over the next
two years, which departed sharply from his previous rhetoric of liberalism.26
Michel Foucault’s framework of biopower analyzes this period in history as a transition
from a regime of discipline in which power operates in relation to individuals to a regime of
biopower in which power operates in relation to a “species.” He writes, “discipline tries to rule a
multiplicity of men to the extent that their multiplicity can and must be dissolved into individual
bodies….the new technology [of biopower] is addressed to the multiplicity of men….to the
extent that they form… a global mass that is affected by overall processes characteristic of birth,
death, production, illness, and so on.”27 Biopower operated on the population level,
understanding systems as defined by their aggregate qualities: the species distribution of an
ecological setting, the output of a factory. And at a population level, thinkers developed
technologies of organization to coordinate actors across increasingly large scales. In this moment
in America, residents and citizens grappled with the rise of the federal government, the growth of
corporate capitalism, the colonial expansion to the edge of Turner’s infamous frontier, the
decision to enter the Great War (World War I), and an escalation in projects hoping to daily life.
Croly described a moment of “an increasing nationalization of the American people in ideas, in
institution, and in spirit.”28 Across many domains, various speakers in political discourse came to
structure their vision of reform and progress at the level of the “population.”
Robert Wiebe has described this period as a “the search for order.” In Wiebe’s portrait,
this era was defined by a general political project to develop technologies to coordinate
unprecedentedly large-scale networks ranging from railroads to communications to financial
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markets. For Wiebe, and for a generation of historians that have followed in his footsteps, the
Progressive Era was a time of relentless, top-down organization, and systematization that
reverberated through nearly all spheres of culture and society. In the cases assembled here, many
elements echo Wiebe’s analysis of an increasing effort toward centralization, coordination, and a
consideration of grouphood at an ever-expanding scale.29 However, Wiebe’s analysis fails to
locate the source of the terminology and ideas that structured the sociopolitical history of urban
industrial America. The history of biology shows that as urban politicians, bankers, educators,
and philosophers cast for a secular language to mobilize their needs to talk about organization, it
was biology—the science of organization—that provided the conceptual models at hand. The
nineteenth century academic biologists developed new theoretical and methodological work
around major projects requisite to studying organization: defining units of scale, thinking about
centralized versus dispersed coordination, parsing relationships between internal and external
forces, and articulating notions of complexity and division of labor. These ideas manifested
across the metaphors these men and women used in their writing, the institutional structures of
their profession, and the types of methodologies they employed on a daily basis.
BIOLOGY RESEARCH
Many historians have noted that the term “biology” was originally proposed by Jean
Baptiste Lamarck and Gotthelf Reinhold Treviranus in 1802; they hoped to pursue a new
discipline that would examine “the different forms and phenomena of life, the conditions and
laws of their existence as well as the causes that determine them.”30 However, as historian
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Timothy Lenoir has noted, this goal of examining underlying phenomena across forms of life
remained “but the object of bold speculation” until Darwin published the Origin of Species in
1859.31 In the following decades, leading into the Progressive Era, scientists in Europe and
America took up inquiries and developed methodologies to investigate these philosophical
questions about organizing principles of life. Through “research traditions” organized around
romantiche Naturphilosophie, ecology, cytology, and physiology of energy, scientists began to
investigate relationships across taxonomic groups to understand principles governing groups of
individuals and their relationships with the surrounding environment.32
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Lenoir, The Strategy of Life, 1. Many historians have shown that Darwin’s work did not
represent a radical breaking point but rather represents one of many efforts to develop unified
theories of organization. Biologists such as William Carpenter, Martin Barry, Richard Owen, T.
H. Huxley, and even Karl Ernest von Baer, Johannes Müller, Carl Bergmann and Rudolph
Leukart all investigated some aspects of the unified organization of life before Darwin (and
Alfred Russel Wallace) suggested the mechanism of natural selection. Lenoir argues that while
may have similarities, the true root of the biological perspective is the work of Immanual Kant in
the 1790s, especially his insistence that the theory of organization must explain both teleology
and mechanism.
32
The term “research traditions” is borrowed from Jane Meinschein’s history of German
research biology. Although this term has been critiqued, it is useful to group research outside of
existing disciplinary boundaries as well as account somewhat for the role of social communities
in determining the investigations scientists pursue. Maienschein, Transforming Traditions in
American Biology, 1880-1915. Although this chapter will not explore the role of scientists
studying energy conservation in biological forms, the role of discourses around energy lies in the
background of each of these developments. Solar energy came to form the underlying medium of
transaction between organisms in Clements’ superorganism hypothesis, and in the mid-20th
century Eugene Odum would develop a model of ecosystem succession explicitly modeled on
physics research. In each of these investigations, we could analyze the emphasis on energy as an
underlying force structuring living systems. But it is notable too that industrial systems became
increasingly interested in the ideas of energy, both in measuring calories of labor and in
developing electrical systems specifically. Thomas Kuhn’s paper on the “simultaneous
discovery” of energy conservation in physics shows how four scientists independently declared a
unified theory of energy between 1840-1847. He proposes “trigger points” as a mode
understanding why the idea of energy conservation “became available” to all of these physicists
at the same moment. However, Kuhn’s study does not identify social and political trigger points.
Throughout this chapter, energy underlies many of the questions of organization that biologists
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Early 19th century naturalists both in Europe and America largely focused on taxonomic
identification and organism–level observation. The major tool developed during this period was
a basic systematization; in 1758 Charles Linnaeus proposed the binomial nomenclature system
for classifying organisms. Historian Donald Worcester wrote, “after more than a century of
taxonomic chaos, during which every scientist seemed to employ his own system, botany finally
had been put on an efficient and universal basis.”33 The Linnaean model of branching taxonomy
still persists in the visual depiction of evolution and phylogenetic trees, even as many of
Linnaeus’s categories have been revised and reordered to incorporate new understandings of
relationships between organisms. European and American naturalists adopted this system of
taxonomy and in many ways this taxonomy structured their inquiries of the living world; most
naturalists worked within separate life science disciplines such as physiology, natural history,
morphology, zoology, botany, and cytology. Gradually, in the latter half of the 19th century, an
emerging class of academic biological researchers became interested in population-level
organization even within an organism’s lifetime. These researchers hoped to relate organization
across time (evolutionary histories) with organization across space (population dynamics and
ecological assembly). To do this, they assembled methodologies (both practical and conceptual)
to unify the separate disciplines in order to pursue the spirit of interdisciplinary “biology” that
Lamarck and Treviranus had envisioned in 1802.
Throughout the latter half of the nineteenth century, German researchers began to study
functional interdependence and the structured relationships between parts and wholes. Lynn
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Nyhart calls this new research tradition a “biological perspective.”34 Although this work initially
developed in Germany, many American biologists also began to focus on population-level
dynamics of natural systems. The growing field of interdisciplinary biology moved away from
describing a fundamentally competitive model of survival of the fittest toward a later
interpretation of evolution as a vision of cooperative organization at a population-level. Many
thinkers used the “biological perspective” as a whole to theorize the living world in increasingly
wide networks- the scale of study included human societies within the domain of biological
systems. The “biological perspective” treated underlying concepts as scale-free; biologists made
quick rhetorical jumps between the cell and the population. At each scale, they asked about how
information exchange (across generation or across organisms) structured relationships between
component parts. This erasure of pre-supposed boundaries of objects allowed scientists to query
the edges of a system itself, and in turn to reimagine the architecture of internal versus external
influence.
Re-Defining the Organism
As many leading biologists moved across units of scale, from the cell to the urban
metropolis, they were confronted with a problem: if the cell or the organism is no longer a
natural boundary, what constitutes an internal as opposed to external force? Throughout the
1880s and 1890s, biologists differed in their agreement that the cell represented the fundamental
unit of life. Historian Jan Sapp has shown how many biologists across disciplines often imagined
that all non-bacterial cells “might be composites of several phylogenetically distinct elementary
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organisms, each carrying out specific functions in a cell cooperative.”35 Biologists reproduced
the same theories of organization at every scale, from the cell to the polity. Most famously,
German pathologist Rudolph Virchow described organisms as associations of autonomous cells,
using the metaphor der Zellenstaat (the Cell State). Zoologist Ernest Haeckel, the first German
biologist to adopt Darwin’s theory of descent, extended and popularized Virchow’s formulation
of “the theory of the cell state” within English-speaking biological research communities.36 The
cell membrane did not determine the boundary of a system of study any more than the skin of an
organism or the border of a town.
However, in systems of every scale, biologists faced the question of how information
travelled both within and across systems. One simple example of this type of question was the
debate concerning how a cell matured into its particular cell type during development. In the
mid-19th century, German embryologist, physiologist, and neurologist Robert Remak
demonstrated “that segmentation, or division into differentiated parts, definitely occurs as a
process of cell division.” Remak was convinced that cell division was “guided… by nuclear
division.”37 German zoologist Wilhelm Roux and biologist August Weismann advocated for
nuclear-directed development alongside Remak.38 Roux wrote that he hoped:
to determine whether, and if so how far, the fertilized egg is able to develop
independently as a whole and in its individual parts. Or whether, on the contrary, normal
35
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development can take place only through direct formative influences of the environment
on the fertilized egg or through the differentiating interactions on the parts of the egg
separated from one another by cleavage.39
Roux designed a series of experiments in which he injected needles into blastomeres after their
first cleavage and observed their further development. He concluded that eggs could develop
independently, as a mosaic of independent parts, “unilaterally directed rearrangements of
material.” His position argued that this development was mostly deterministic, although neither
he nor Weismann ruled out epigenetic regulatory action.40 The debate between nuclear and
cytoplasmic regulation continued unresolved for many decades. In 1902, many American
cytologists still focused on cytoplasmic (non-nuclear) regulation as a mechanism for cell division
and differentiation.41 Biologists treated both learned behavior and morphological adaptations as
forms of ongoing inheritance. The mature body of a cell was clearly influenced both by its
evolutionary lineage as well as by its immediate environment; researchers utilized increasingly
powerful optics and wide-ranging experimental procedures to manipulate cells to understand the
mechanisms by which they developed their mature characteristics.
Their questions centered around determining how much of cellular development (mostly
characterized by the differentiation and division of cell types) was due to predetermined factors,
and how much could be altered by environmental changes. These distinctions carried the weight
of their implications for sociological reform; in popular discourse the debate would be simplified
as “nature versus nurture.”42 Biologists differentiated a “reflex” from an “adaptive behavior” and
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the process of “development.” Cytologists led much of the early research differentiating between
reflex, adaptation, and development.43 Bryn Mawr cytologist E. O. Wilson accused
embryologists of asserting that “every operation of development as merely the result of
‘inheritance.’”44 Wilson collaborated with a study on chromosomes with Columbia biologist
Thomas Hunt Morgan, known for developing the model organism Drosophila melanogaster (the
experimental fruit fly).45 In 1911 Morgan published a study on chromosomes arguing that
nuclear regulation dominated cellular development; he articulated the concept of a “gene” as
defined by a nuclear material that could grow and divide and had power to cause changes in the
cell.46 Prominent cytologists across fields of research increasingly investigated the pathways of
information that coordinated qualities of cells and organisms across space (how cells developed
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identities; how organs and organelles divided labor functions) as well as across time (how
evolutionary lineages transmitted traits to offspring).
In describing evolutionary history, the Neo-Lamarckian model of evolution described
traits acquired in response to an individuals’ environment, whereas Darwinian models
emphasized of immutable characters evolved in response to a population’s environment.
However, without a consensus on the persistence of chromosomes between generations in cell
lineages, biologists used both Neo-Lamarckian and Darwinian models of evolution to investigate
the overarching phenomenon “Heredity.” Danish botanist, plant physiologist, and geneticist
Wilhelm Johannsen coined separate words for “genotype” and “phenotype” for the first time in
1911. 47 By questioning the location of the boundary between “internal” and “external,”
cytologists began to demand research at larger scales, and across scales; how far outside the cell
membrane did a research need to look to understand the development and mature form of a cell?
As geneticists moved toward a model of deterministic development, ecologists remained focused
on the role of the environment on organismal morphology and behavior.
The Rise of Ecology
Throughout the late 19th century, biologists on both sides of the Atlantic focused on
expanding the spatial scale of their inquiries from the organism to the ecological setting,
including not only populations but also a variety of species as well as abiotic elements. This
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expansion of scale allowed them to investigate questions more focused on connections and
interactions between organisms, speak more generally about behaviors of large groups, and
include more heterogeneous elements in their studies. If there was a center of coordination of an
increasingly large-scale system, where was the center located and how far could that
coordination extend? How does heredity and environment interact if there is not a clear boundary
to a body? Ecologists such as Carl Semper, François-Alphonse Forel, Stephen Forbes, Karl
Möbius, Julien Vesque, Eugenius Warming all emphasized the formative influence of lifetimeaccumulations of physiological changes as responses to external stimuli.48 By invoking the
language of coordination of parts, essentially positing a model of biology that moved seamlessly
across scales, ecologists maintained currency with the scientific establishment still focused on
cytology and physiology, while opening their inquiry to the spatial scale of the population and
environment as a whole.
It was not until 1877 that academic biologists coined a single word to refer to an
assembly of diverse organisms. In his 1877 monograph, German zoologist Karl Möbius
articulated his concept of a “biocönose,” literally “a community of living beings, a collection of
species and a massing of individuals.”49 The article, entitled “The Oyster and Oyster Culture”,
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described groups of oysters in a given location with sufficient resources “necessary for their
growth and continuance” including nutrients, saline content of the water, and the temperature;
after selection pressure, this “sum of species and individuals… continued in possession of a
certain definite territory.”50 Möbius described the oysters’ needs as an aggregate population, and
charted their survival as a group in relation to the abiotic resources provided by what he
described as an environment with relatively fixed nutrient capacity and a delicate equilibrium of
conditions such as water salinity and temperature. American scientists became more familiar
with Möbius’s monograph when it was translated in 1883 for the U.S. Commission of Fish and
Fisheries.51 Notably, Möbius’ research was funded by the Prussian state with the aim of
identifying safe harvesting practices for oysters; Möbius saw humans as “disturbing” the
biocönose, not as elements that could be included within the ecological community.52 Möbius
articulated a word for a population adapted to a particular environment that could be affected as a
community (including being driven to extinction) if the environmental conditions shifted.
Two decades later, ecologist Eugenius Warming extended that scale to describe
communities of more heterogeneous elements. In Warming’s 1895 monograph “Ecological Plant
Geography” (originally published in Danish and translated into English in 1909) he articulated
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three levels of biological study: lebensform (lifeforms), verein (plant community), and
vereinsklasse (grouping of communities). Warming wrote most extensively about the verein,
which he defined according to the characters of having a definite outward appearance
(physiognomy), operating according to an economy, and consisting of a definite assembly of
plant species. He argued that these units included both biotic and abiotic elements, and were
vertically structured (including multiple trophic levels). Using this classification, Warming
introduced the concept of succession of communities, whereby the entire verein would undergo
changes in response to the abiotic environment.53 Warming’s classification helped build a
conceptual framework to move between spatial scales and apply the framework of “economy” at
each level.
It was Frederic Clements who established the most radical and cohesive image of a
vertically structured community: the superorganism. Clements took the ecological theories
developed by Möbius and Warming and supplemented them with the cell theory. He argued that
individuals who make up a biotic community are like cells in a single organism. He did not use
this association as a simple rhetorical analogy but rather argued that the properties of
organization were scale-independent; properties of both cells and ecosystems could provide
actual insight into how the parts of an assembly related to a whole. In his 1905 publication
Research Methods in Ecology, Clements asserted that the “Plant… is not an individual, but the
unit of a complex from the formational standpoint, the form itself may be regarded as a sort of
multiple organism.”54 For Clements, the organism did not inherently represent the fundamental
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unit of life; instead, he imagined a community that would change its internal “physiology” due to
periodic invasion and response, reaching a climax community in equilibrium. In his later
writings, he acknowledged that no real plant community existed in true equilibrium, although he
maintained his assertion that an ecological community’s progression through generalized stages
of physiology could be mapped through time. Frederic Clements’ model of forest ecology
posited that a plant community could be described as a holistic unit that could be invaded by
outside organisms or impacted by abiotic changes; then, as a unit, the community would adjust,
adapt, or weaken.55 More so than Möbius or Warming, Clements’ writing provoked skepticism
and derision from other botanists. In response to his 1905 Research Methods in Ecology,
University of Chicago botanist Henry Chandler Cowles criticized the teleology implicit in
Clements’ theory of ecology, and worried that the superorganism hypothesis would bring the
young field of ecology into intellectual disrepute.56 Arthur Tansley, who would later coin the
word “ecosystem” in 1935, rejected both the environmental determinism whereby climate
determined the stage of succession, and the holism that Clements’ model embraced.57 In
Clements’ model, forests experienced a pattern of stimulus and response, whereby light levels
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affected photosynthetic rate of each plant, which in turn caused intracellular changes, resulting in
morphological changes of the plant.58 Although he had no experimental proof for his framework,
his proposal set a precedent for thinking about environmental change manifest on a physiological
level that was not directly affiliated with Lamarckian evolution. By developing a framework
whereby populations and groups of species could respond to the environment as a unified group,
these biologists widened the spatial scale of biological inquiry. They used principles from
research on cells and organisms to describe increasingly large coordinated bodies, all the way up
to human societies, treating each spatial scale as a macrocosm of the systems that composed it.
BIOLOGY AND SOCIOLOGY
Biologists responded with vehemence to Clements’ provocative language of the
superorganism. Historians have pointed out that some of the reason Clements’ work instigated
such polemic objections was that the superorganism hypothesis drew deeply on sociological
theory of the time, (which was itself also a burgeoning field fighting for its own institutional
credibility).59 In criticism of Clements’ strong sociological bent, Tansley wrote that John Phillips
(a South African botanist and “devoted disciple” of Clements) was writing ecological theory that
was not derived from “objective contemplation of the facts of nature” but was instead “at least
partly motivated by an imagined future ‘whole’ to be realised in an ideal human society whose
reflected glamour falls on less exalted wholes, illuminating with false light the image of the
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‘complex organism.’”60 All three of these biologists (including Tansley himself) drew directly
from sociological texts. Historian Ronald Tobey has traced the influences of Auguste Compte,
Herbert Spencer, and Frank Lester Ward in Clements’ ecological theory. Tobey argues that
Clements’ ideological similarities to sociological frameworks that were increasingly prominent
at University of Chicago, Clements’ proximity to Ward’s intellectual circles in the Midwest, and
the echo of Ward’s “Dynamic Sociology” in Clement’s own description of his ecological work as
“dynamic ecology” make it “inconceivable” that Clements would not have been aware of and
actively engaged in the intellectual legacies of these three thinkers while he was writing
Research Methods.61 However, despite Tansley’s searing critique of Clements’ tendency to stray
from “objective contemplation,” Tansley himself was trained as an analyst before beginning his
botany career, and rooted his own ecosystem theory in Freudian psychology. Freud was a close
friend and mentor to Tansley, and Tansley’s theories of ecosystem development utilized a model
of energy equilibrium derived from Freud’s theory of mind. Historian Peder Anker has pointed
out the social implications of Tansley’s’ description of ecological communities, and how
Tansley’s theories helped support British imperial philosophy following World War I. Tansley
wrote that some classes of organisms may be “useless or nearly useless to the community as a
whole,” while others are essential to the community’s existence.”62 Anker describes Tansley’s
reliance on “terminology from the human community such as nationality, business, interest or
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opinion, taste, guilds, and even religion.”63 Despite Tansley’s critique of Clements’ sociological
influence, both ecologists’ work responded directly to contemporary sociological theory that in
turn derived its own credence from the evidence biologists supplied for generalized models of
coordination.
Herbert Spencer was a prominent English philosopher and biologist. Like Clements,
Spencer worked on issues of large scale—philosophically grand, with implications in every
sphere, and also addressing spatially extensive systems themselves.64 In a 1910 collection of
essays, Spencer wrote that examining the “highest psychological phenomena” demanded first for
the reader to recognize that “since the aggregations of human beings may be traced upwards
from single wandering families to tribes and nations of all sizes and complexities, we pass
insensibly [with no sharp scale division] from the phenomena of individual human action to
those of corporate human action.”65 Although Spencer is often described in the historiographer as
a sociologist, Spencer engaged with the most cutting-edge biological theory of his time.
Spencer’s emphasis on the seamless transition across scales echoed the German biological
tradition of Naturphilosophie, in which biologists worked with the idea of “parallelism” in which
the development of a single organism recapitulated the historical evolution of a species.66 By
establishing the ability to move across spatial scales, biologists and sociologists were able to
readily posit that describing urban cities represented simply another spatial scale of biological
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organization, and thus required no distinct set of axioms but rather could follow directly from
biological research.
As thinkers worked on increasingly larger scales, they became interested in defining
levels of complexity. What was the best metric of complexity? Biologists explored a range of
criteria, including heterogeneity, efficiency, and degree of coordination, as qualities to index of
increasingly unwieldy systems they aimed to analyze. For these questions, biologists borrowed
from earlier discourses, when gentlemen philosophers, who maintained an interdisciplinary
approach, occupied the field of biology. For Herbert Spencer, the notion of complexity was
directly dependent on the size of the spatial scale. He wrote, “the stakes of setting the scale are
indeed the level of complexity ITSELF.” He described a hierarchy of complexity in which the
“Lowest organisms only react to directly adjacent environmental elements; distance of
coordination means higher organization.”67 Spencer wrote of biology and human cognition
interchangeably, asserting the same distance of coordination as a central criterion. Therefore, he
defined scientific knowledge itself as knowledge not directly available to an individual’s sensory
perception but rather “extension of perception by means of reasoning.”68 This hierarchy extended
through humans themselves, with intelligence proportional to the degree of extension: “The
simplest inferences in the child and the most complex ones in the man of science.”69 By
articulating scientific knowledge as a mechanism for expanding the spatial scale of complexity,
Spencer positioned science as a prerequisite for modern life to operate.
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In large systems, coordinating this level of complexity, as defined by spatial scale and
distance, did not emerge organically or automatically. Spencer acknowledged this process in
biological systems as well, arguing that large creatures could not “efficiently” supply their
tissues with nutrient “by mere absorption” or general diffusion; instead large organisms
depended on a “distributing system” which would “form links in the correspondence between
internal and external actions.”70 With the logic of coordination came the question of how each
part was integrated into the emergent properties of the whole. The most potent descriptor for
each element of the system was its labor output; the burden of any logic of cooperation would be
to organize that labor into divided tasks. In an 1891 textbook written for high school and college
students—one of the first textbooks to present “biology” as a unified field—the authors adopted
“division of labor” as a metaphor to understand the organism. They wrote, “Organisms consists
of organs, which are heterogeneous and differentiated to produce and effective ‘division of
labor.’”71 These biologists used labor as a defining characteristic of a system. As they built
hierarchies, active production indicated a higher level of complexity. According to Herbert
Spencer, bacteria were less complex than other organisms because they passively obtained
water.72 “Higher forms” depended on “specialized tissues” to perform more active forms of
work.73 The corporate reliance on language that emphasized the scale of the group and the
population was designed to direct labor production towards efficiency.74 As theorists used
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biological ideas to understand social organization, they began to develop institutions modeled on
the description of nature as highly structured and coordinated networks of interdependent
individuals.
RESEARCH BIOLOGISTS AS WORKERS
Research biologists developing theories of organization in the natural world included
humans within the domain of organic life, and included social institutions as examples of
structured coordination in large systems. The increased scale of organization of New York City
institutions echoed the institutional structure of academic biology itself. American academic
biologists themselves often worked in groups, developing collaborative lab environments such as
the Marine Biology Laboratory in Woods Hole, in contrast to the German university model of
isolated researchers.75 As many historians have pointed out, the German rhetoric of isolation in
fact often contradicted the scientists’ practices, which often depended on collaborative working
departments; in practice, the Woods Hole Marine Biology Laboratory greatly resembled the
world’s first marine biology laboratory, at Naples, founded by a German biologists. As American
biologists continued to formalize their discipline, they drew heavily upon German research
traditions and often studied in Germany before returning to the United States to begin their
independent careers. Nevertheless, the contrast in rhetoric reveals a contrast in scientific ideals
relative to their epistemological contexts. American biologists used a rhetoric of collaboration to
justify their own work and projects in contrast to their German colleagues. Notably, the
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American emphasis on collaboration arose at a moment of intense focus on (and anxiety about
the disappearance of) the independence of the American frontier, whereas German biologists in
the mid-19th century lived in an increasingly socialist state focused on institutional cooperation.
Perhaps this contrast was necessary to justify each academic project by positioning it in
opposition to a dominant cultural mode of understanding personhood. When Johns Hopkins
endowed the first American research university in 1876, he hoped to foster a community of
“good men rather than elaborate buildings.”76 As American biologists struggled to define the
optimal organization of their own scholarship, they must have been speaking also in reference to
their changing understandings of the organization of the biological world itself.
Schools such as the new University of Chicago, Columbia, Johns Hopkins, Bryn Mawr,
Clark, and University of Nebraska began to found biology departments starting in the 1880s and
90s.77 This type of study was in of itself an expansion of the scale of inquiry—biology was a
relatively young and interdisciplinary field, and most universities separated departments into
zoology, physiology, and botany. President of University of Chicago William Harper hoped that
a single department would be more cost effective than building separate buildings in the young
school. University of Chicago zoologist Charles Otis Whitman initially advocated for specialized
departments but then changed his argument to instead propose consolidating the department to
facilitate cooperation between biological disciplines.78 Albert Mathews, professor of
physiological chemistry at University of Chicago proposed in 1908 to create an “American
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Biology Society” that he hoped would help the field avoid “chaos” and instead focus on
“unification.”
However, many academics fiercely fought the emerging project of interdisciplinary
scholarship and larger coordination between life-science research departments. Mathew’s plan
for an “American Biology Society” was largely unpopular and his colleagues voted to maintain
the more specialized societies as they stood.79 Some biologists disassembled larger networks of
research organization even once they had been built: The American Association for the
Advancement of the Sciences added an offshoot Biology group in 1883, but then divided the
group into separate zoology and botany sections.80 University of Chicago President William
Harper ultimately maintained separate buildings for the biological disciplines, despite Whitman’s
argument to consolidate them.81 Despite hopes for larger communities of researchers, in fact
many institutions maintained separate departments and never fully embraced the ideal of
interdisciplinary biology until decades after biologists first called for integrating the fields of
research.
Academic biologists faced the same questions as their contemporaries in industrial
management: they were forced to articulate their philosophy of labor in a time when institutions
were growing in scale and coordination. Indeed, among scholars, the centrality of research to the
university itself served as a technology of coordination. C. M. Coulter, a Botanist at the
University of Chicago, declared in a toast: “research is the nervous system of the university.”82
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The biggest challenge of the increasingly large research communities was to somehow establish
methods of organizing their research, discourse, and communications.
The 19th century French philosopher August Compte had argued that increasing division
of labor amongst scholars (and their corresponding ability to arrange phenomena in more divided
and classified ways) established a teleology of increased complexity in knowledge. Herbert
Spencer disagreed with that view, advocating for the rise of interdisciplinary scholarship. He
wrote, “the division of labor in science, like the division of labor in society and like the
‘physiological division of labor’ in individual organisms, has been not only a specialization of
functions, but a continuous helping of each division by all the others, and of all by each.”83
While some biological researchers saw a clear directional progression in nature toward
specialized adaptation, Spencer described the organization of scientific research communities as
being more driven by cooperation and mutualism than by isolation. For Spencer, division of
labor was important not because, as Compte described, it allowed scholars to divide phenomena
into more distinct domains, but rather because it facilitated cooperation across disciplines.
Progress, in the sense that Progressive reformers used the word, depended on division of labor
not to separate organisms from one another, but rather to facilitate more precisely coordinated
wholes.
Applied Research and the State
Early academics worked in tandem with federal research and administration agencies to
organize research and biological thought through the public rather than the private sector. The
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government played an early role in biological research before the rise of the university model:
the Lewis & Clark expedition was in some ways a natural history project; when the expedition
returned in 1838, they brought botanical and zoological specimens that the federal government
housed in their research collections. After the Civil War, undergrad degrees were widely
considered useless, and universities hoped to use scientific education to resuscitate the American
college model. The 1867 Morrill land grant for scientific schools was justified according to the
criteria that the schools “fill industrial needs.”84 The tension between the German model of an
isolated scientist and the model of an applied civil servant in university-based research was
mostly a rhetorical debate. In practice, many German scientists were employed by the state. Karl
Möbius himself was interested in oyster banks because he saw their preservation as “a question
of statesmanship” and expressed relief that they were owned by the government—the role of the
state was to protect the oyster fisheries “to remain productive for the good of the entire
population of the state” against the open market’s tendency to be driven “by the height of the
oyster-price.”85
The civic application of research labor in America was split. Many researchers did focus
on agricultural and natural resource applications of ecology, especially scholars in the land-grant
schools. However, other biologists increasingly focused on applying their work to urban systems,
both natural and social. University of Chicago ecologist Warner Allee began studying plant
formations within the urban limits, using this applied lab work to rescue his career from its
increasing danger due to his controversial anti-war pacifism in the 1910s; Allee represented one
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of many biologists who played vocal parts in public political debates, using the tenets of their
biological research to argue for social policy.86 In 1890, Seth Low, the former Mayor of
Brooklyn and President of Columbia University, asked Henry Fairfield Osborn, president of the
American Museum of Natural History, to organize a biology department in order to “enable
Columbia scientists to develop the study of life, to draw upon the opportunities of the metropolis,
and to apply their knowledge to pressing urban problems.”87 The urban focus of many biologists
shaped the types of organization and cooperation that pervaded their language. “Applied”
biology made no distinction between human and social systems, and used its practical value to
justify its position and funding within the academy.
POLITICAL ECONOMY
Metaphors of political economy infused biology and vice versa. Darwin referred to
“nature’s economy,” and described the “war of Nature” as a “wondrous battle prolonged over
centuries.88 British zoologist E. Ray Lankester called Georges-Louis Leclerc, Comte de Buffon’s
natural history an account of “bionomics”, accounting for the interrelations of organisms.89 Ernst
Haeckel, often credited as the father of modern ecology, called ecology “the theory of the
economy of nature.”90 The potent words used to describe organisms, ecologies, and economies—
“complexity,” “division of labor,” “coordination”—were not marked with a particular
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disciplinary affiliation.91 Indeed, each discipline used the strength of the word in the other fields
to bolster the stability of the concept itself as an underlying law to explain phenomena; this
rhetorical strategy further served to blur the boundaries between spheres, and allowed thinkers to
make seamless linguistic transitions across scale and setting.
Larger industries meant larger trusts, and companies were becoming increasingly
integrated both horizontally and vertically. America was deeply mired in the era of the business
trust. Across the nation, during the Great Merger Movement (1895-1904), 1800 firms
consolidated down to 157 corporations, and the U.S. Supreme Court formally stated in 1888 that
the 14th amendment afforded rights to corporations.92 The American corporate structure began to
take on increasingly recognizable forms of cooperation, first forming pools (“precise but legally
unenforceable divisions of business”), then trusts (“contracts that placed the voting stock of
several companies in the hands of ‘trustees’”), and finally, holding companies (“paper
corporations absorbing the assets and legal identities of several companies.”)93 Holding
companies, especially based in New Jersey served to legally circumvent Anti-Trust legislation
and allow companies to maintain bigger cooperative structures than the federal government was
inclined to allow.94 Fights about corporation law revealed shifting definitions of the boundaries
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of organized institutions and indicates the growing sense of danger and sheer power amassed by
integrated economic bodies at that size.
The most material case of coordination is the expansion of infrastructure. Robert Wiebe’s
account of communication at the turn of the 20th century describes a widely extended network
but with scattered coordination. Although telephone lines allowed people to communicate across
wider distances, the dispersed offices of national corporations had little coordination between
each other and regional managers had almost as much autonomy as small business owners
largely because the barons of industry lacked means of coordinating the levels of management.95
It was very common for late 19th century physiologists to liken a body’s nervous system as a
telegraph system. One college-level textbook on the nervous system read: “Just as a prosperous
country is threaded with telegraph wires which keep all its cities aware of what is happening
elsewhere so the human body is traversed by nerve fibres [sic] which report stimuli, transmit
impulses to movement, and perform various other offices connected with the nutrition circulation
and secretions of the body.”96 Throughout various industries, communication technologies acted
as a way to implement the types of coordination necessary for large-scale vertical and horizontal
integration.97
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One of these examples of emphasizing management and coordination was the work and
philosophy of George Perkins, a leading partner in the prominent financial institution of J. P.
Morgan & Co. In his description of Perkins’ economic radicalism, Jonathan Levy argues that
Perkins used technologies of consolidation, coordination, and cooperation to create a model of
“corporate socialism.” Although these institutions were not state-mediated, in the absence of a
strong federal government (including a Federal Reserve, which was created in 1913), they
operated as major regulators of the economy, and within their sphere, as quasi-governmental
agencies. Perkins expanded sales of the insurance company New York Life- Levy writes that
under his direction the sales “skyrocketed.” In 1892 the company was the smallest of the “Big
Three” (surpassed by Equitable Life Assurance Society and Mutual Life Insurance Company of
New York) – by 1899 Perkins had surpassed both. Levy attributes this rapid growth to Perkins
policy to “eliminate competition between sales agents” by creating salaried positions instead of
paying them on commission. His strategy was to create a “branch office” system that was “under
his control, standardizing bookkeeping and accounting procedures in search of ‘efficiency.’”98
There is something particularly striking about the symbolism of a life insurance company
regulating lives in this way. Oh love the drama Life Insurance itself only became a widespread
industry after the gilded age. In a complex system, the laborer’s role was more integrated with
other functions, and economic thinkers adopted rhetoric of social risk distributed across more
actors instead of personal risk. Jonathan Levy writes that the Gilded Age’s “gospel of personal
risk” posited that men desired wage work for the predictability of a fixed sum for a unit of time.
The capitalist, on the other hand, “assumed personal risks in the commercial marketplace, [and]
was thus entitled to greater profits.” Mirroring that assertion, as more statistics revealed the high
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correlation of work-related accidents and illnesses to working conditions, corporate managers
accepted responsibility for those risks, and in 1910, 1913, and 1922, congress passed three
separate worker’s compensation laws.99 By realizing they could regulate bodies in an
increasingly predictable way, insurance companies focused on the language of bodies organized
into groups- biological frameworks- to develop policies that operated at the level of the group,
distributing risk and expecting cooperation in increasingly large scales.
By the time Frederick Taylor published The Principles of Scientific Management in 1914,
the principles of efficient management governed by measureable, coordinated function was
already deeply engrained in the institutional practices of New York City financial markets.100
However, Taylor imagined how systematic technologies of coordination could connect nodes
even within single companies. Taylor carried out extensive experimental studies in factories,
wherein researchers carefully calculated the amount of time that workers would save if they
substituted one movement for another, and tracked their levels of “fatigue.” Taylor’s studies in
factories, and the subsequent refinements by industrial psychologists like Hugo Münsterberg,
aimed to increase industrial “efficiency” by carefully experimenting with people’s behaviors.101
Industrial reformers described scenes where workers and managers worked together toward a
common goal of production. William Jennings Bryan, three-time Democratic presidential
candidate (and populist leader of the Free Silver movement), claimed that industrial bondage was
worse than slavery, rejecting the relationship that organismic cooperation assigned between
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person and production.102 Notably, this was a common strategy of the white working class in this
era, positioning their labor in opposition to black labor in the south as more demanding because
of the economic relationships of industry.103 Later chapters will address how these types of labor
relations inscribed biological ideas into children’s worldviews. However, even amongst adults,
industrial life was a relatively new mode of organizing their production into large corporate
units. What an info/analysis dump! All so fascinating. Wonder if you can prepare the reader a
bit/keep on bringing it back to the beginning of the chapter so it doesn’t feel like we’re
embarking on a totally diff story
Within biological model of Progressive labor reform, the labor class functioned as
organs that contributed to the betterment of the economic organism in which they worked.
However, that organized body did not refer to the city as a municipal unit, but to the corporation
for which they worked− this was what Jonathan Levy calls “corporate socialism,” unmediated by
the state. Under Perkins’ leadership, International Harvester, an agricultural equipment
manufacturer, developed a profit-sharing scheme whereby employees could collect returns after
fulfilling a five-year contract. Notably, at the end of those five years, company managers often
used discretion in honoring the payments, and union organizers often were denied their profit
shares.104 Ironically, the unions were using the same technology of aggregating power in larger
groups that Perkins himself utilized to build his business; nevertheless, their right to aggregate
was not respected as an emergent, organized form in Perkins’ model of cooperation; the violent
strikebreaking policies exemplified by the 1892 Homestead Strike at Andrew Carnegies’
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Amalgamated Steel indicated the degree to which alternate organized groups threatened Perkins’
model of corporate socialism. For laborers, to turn from the original organism invalidated any
contract that should have secured them a share of the group’s success.
This scheme did not immediately capture workers’ enthusiasm, and in 1909 no laborers
opted in to Perkins’ vision. By 1915, however, the opinions had turned, and 63% of laborers
accepted some of their pay in the form of delayed profit sharing. What can account for this
transition? Perhaps partly a growing rhetoric of collectivism leading into the First World War
captured the imaginations of laborers who began to imagine themselves as parts of a wider
(military) effort.105 Notably, this chronology parallels the publication of George Hunters’
textbook editions in 1907 and 1914; in the same timespan that 63% of International Harvester
laborers opted into profit sharing, Hunter revised his textbook to centralize the disciplinary focus
of biology and articulate an organismic view of society.106
The fusion of biological principles and market technologies deeply violated religious
constructions of the human. In the 1896 presidential election, populist Democrat William
Jennings Bryan (who would later prosecute John Scopes for teaching Civic Biology in a high
school classroom) ran against Republican William McKinley. Bryan was a populist, who had led
movements against the gold standard in favor of “free silver.” Bryan objected to the organization
of corporations with such widespread cooperative power. Bryan was a devout Presbyterian with
a religious voting base. “Corporate personhood” had been established in no uncertain terms by
the courts’ 1888 ruling that “Under the designation of person there is no doubt that a private
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corporation is included.”107 Bryan argued that corporate personhood violated “the divinity of
man” because while man was created by god, corporations were clearly assembled by human
actors; therefore, the courts were conflating a worldly entity with a divine creation and thus
degrading the divinity of man and, subsequently, the sanctity of god. New York Life, led by
George Perkins, funded McKinley’s campaign.108 Senator and businessman Mark Hana led
McKinley’s presidential campaign in 1896 against William Jennings Bryan. Hana used the same
technologies of centralization and coordination that characterized Perkins’ own financial
strategies.109 Hana used the tools of coordination to manage a national campaign centralized in
New York; each of the campaigns represented the most highly capitalized American presidential
campaigns up until that point.110 McKinley successfully won an election on the rhetoric of
centralized coordination, against Bryan’s populist rhetoric of freedom and local control. Over the
next two decades, through Roosevelt, Taft, and Wilson’s presidencies, the rhetoric of collective
nationalization came to a head in the decision to enter the Great War.
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IMMIGRATION
In an economic model where financial risk increasingly distributed to citizens, the weight
of those unfit for survival would be carried by the larger organized society. In a newly
centralized nation, legislators feared that this burden was more than the precarious coalitions
could bear. If biology is the science of organization, then what are the boundaries of the system?
How does a body maintain the organization, and what types of elements represent a threat to the
coordination of the system? What types of elements are foreign, and which are native pieces of a
body or a society? What is the process of a system integrating foreign matter or expelling pieces
of its own makeup? The debate between internal and external influence on a body echoed a
political anxiety in New York City around immigration. During the Progressive Era, the
demographic composition and distribution of the country was changing rapidly. Both domestic
migration from rural areas and international immigration (mostly Italians and Jews from Russia
and Poland) filled urban areas with new residents and workers. By 1890 New York City held 1.5
million inhabitants; 80 percent were first or second generation immigrants.111 Eugenius Warming
poetically stated, “plants are seeking their place in this world in the same way as humans do.”112
The debate about the relative impact of the environment upon a body posed questions about the
rapidly changing notions of identity and self in America.
The model of ecological and environmentally influenced development posited that
identity was a cumulative and iterative process by which organisms could gradually assume their
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position in relation to an organized whole. In contrast, the model of genetic determinism posited
that identity was fixed, carried in blood. New York City was the main port of entry for European
immigrants to the United States, and by 1870, 44.5% of New York City’s residents were firstgeneration immigrants.113 National immigration acts beginning in 1882 struggled to articulate
criteria for entry into the organized whole, and reacted to changes in biology as they changed.114
The 1882 Immigration Act simply restricted “foreign convicts,” and levied a tax on ships for
each non-citizen they carried to port.115 By 1903, the Act was updated to specifically address
“aliens,” denoting a new vehemence against the idea of foreign entry into a defined nation. The
Act specifically restricted a long list of identities, including “idiots, insane persons, epileptics….
paupers…. professional beggars; persons affected with a loathsome or with a dangerous
contagious disease; persons who have been convicted of a felony or other crime or misdemeanor
involving moral turpitude; polygamists, anarchists, or persons who believe in or advocate the
overthrow by force or violence of the Government of the United States….prostitutes.” Further,
skilled laborers would only be allowed provided that “labor of like kind unemployed cannot be
found in this country.”116 The subsequent immigration policies continued to expand the list of
delineations between which bodies would be allowed to enter and integrate into the national
whole, and which bodies represented threats to maintaining political and economic order.
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These changes echo ideals developing in research around biological organization. First,
the revived interest in defining borders and articulating domestic and alien forces echoed the
work of cytologists trying to understand what shaped a body from the inside and from the
outside. The exclusion of anarchists reinforces the Progressive beliefs about centralized
government and cooperation: anarchy by definition challenges the role of central organizing
structures. The emphasis on mental and cognitive disorder and disease, especially the exclusion
of “persons likely to become a public charge” reflected the fear that the delicate network of
cooperation would be burdened by persons who could not contribute to the increasingly
organized systems of production. In the economic sphere, the changing immigration policies
increasingly prohibited entry to “aliens” who might compete with citizens in the industrial labor
market. This policy reflected a fear of external bodies displacing current members of the
American labor force from their roles in the economy. In fact, the economy was changing so
rapidly that few citizens worked in the same vocations as previous generations had in their own
families.117 In a chaotic movement of people both within America as well as across national
borders, the increasingly detailed immigration codes attempted to define which bodies rested
inside of the political body and which could or should not be integrated as citizens.
RESONANCE
By examining larger systems, biologists opened up questions about how those systems
were organized. In developing language to describe connections between elements in these larger
systems, words and metaphors passed quickly between economists, sociologists, and biologists.
In Susan Leigh Star and James Griesemer’s theoretical framework of “boundary objects,”
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workers repurpose conceptual or material tools (such as fossils) for different purposes in
different settings, each deriving value from separate utilities of the tool (the fossil hunter derives
financial value, the scientist derives prestige, etc.). However, in thinking about technologies and
theories of organization, while actors certainly derived great deal of (often directly financial)
utility from their concepts, the writers in these case studies often made no distinction between
settings.118 As Foucault described in his framework of biopower, this porousness between
biology and society was “not simply a way of transcribing a political discourse into biological
terms…. but a real way of thinking about … the history of societies ….and so on…”119 The
porousness between biology and political and economic thought in New York City was not a
rhetorical analogy but rather a true “circulation” between knowledge and practice.120
Robert Wiebe describes 19th century businessmen as “prophets of progress.”121 As the
20th century dawned, however, I argue that it is biologists who took on the role of prophets. As
the American biology research program grew, thinkers and reformers from other spheres adopted
the aspects of description and inquiry in order to function in their own economic, political, and
ideological goals. Each of these aspects − scale, coordination, boundaries, and labor − were
modes of understanding a deeper truth about the human and natural world. Herbert Spencer, who
wrote on sociology and biology a half-century before the Progressive reforms, wrote that he
hoped to elucidate “the order existing among the actions which living things exhibit.” It was the
project of scholars then, to reveal this order, which he asserted “remains the same whether we
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know or do not know the nature of that from which the actions originate.”122 Educators, theorists,
bankers, and politicians turned to biological language to understand an increasingly
heterogeneous urban environment. And in strengthening the association between the study of
urban economies and the study of biological communities, they created a feedback loop whereby
the biological research itself took up questions that were particularly resonant with the dynamics
biologists observed in a dense, heterogeneous, industrial population. They hoped that the sober
language of science could help to order an increasingly impassioned and chaotic population.
Through textbooks and pedagogical technologies, educators then enacted those principles of
centralization, coordination, and cooperation in the form and content of their teaching. As new
generations of young people enrolled in the newly organized public school systems across the
country, they experienced a conceptual framing wherein biological and social principles of
progressivism were mutually reinforcing, both simply arising from the laws of the natural world.
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CHAPTER 2

Writing the Book of Life

In The Search For Order, Robert Wiebe writes of the Progressive Era: “An Age never
lent itself more readily to sweeping, uniform description: nationalization, industrialization,
mechanization, urbanization.”123 Textbooks represent one of the many institutional technologies
that created this sort of uniformity and top-down planning that served to coordinate spheres of
society.124 As school systems around the country adopted increasingly standardized curriculum
models, textbooks became a key shared reference point between classrooms as distant from each
other as New York City and Dayton, Tennessee. Historian Adam Shapiro describes the late 19th
century rise of the “Textbook Trust”—the industry became increasingly widespread and
increasingly dominated by monopoly publishers.125 Before the 1890s, students would bring to
school assorted books their families already owned that related to the topic of study.126 By the
time of the 1925 Scopes Trial, around 90% of biology students in Tennessee used a single
textbook— Civic Biology.127 Through the widespread market distribution of the textbook, Hunter
was therefore able to structure the dominant language used in secondary school classrooms
across the country.
George William Hunter’s best-selling high school Biology textbook, Civic Biology, was
published in 1914 by American Book Company, based in Syracuse, New York.128 This chapter
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will compare the 1914 edition of Civic Biology to Hunter’s first edition from 1907 entitled
Elements of Biology to show how the model changed over the course of seven years.129 This
chapter gives a close reading of the text of Civic Biology to examine what types of language
Hunter used to articulate a new model of secondary school biology curriculum. Alongside the
changes in the two manuscripts, the chapter will analyze archival correspondence from teachers,
publishers, and editorial reviewers who wrote to American Book Company editors in response to
the drafts and final manuscript of the 1914 edition. The archive, collected by American Book
Company, does not hold correspondence from the earlier editions.
Between the 1907 edition Elements of Biology and the 1914 revision Civic Biology,
Hunter dramatically revised the textbook. Notably, this revision still retained much of the actual
prose content almost exactly as it was in the original edition. The main intervention of the
revision was to reorganize and reframe the existing material. This chapter will analyze how the
revision between 1907 and 1914 reframed concepts of order in the natural world. The chapter
will analyze how Hunter addressed the topics of physiological structures, division of labor,
emergent qualities of systems, and individual-environment interactions. In each of these aspects
of the new interdisciplinary secondary school subject “Biology,” Hunter’s textbook grappled
with the larger notions of “order” that were so central to the work of both political and biological
thinkers of the Progressive-Era.
In his textbook, Hunter emphasized the “applied” nature of biology and included social
systems within the domain of the living world he hoped to describe. The chapter will show how
Hunter deployed language such that these political ideas did not appear as a projection of his
own subjective interpretation but rather, conclusions that were completely germane to “laws”
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seen in nature. To do this, he used economic and civic metaphors that both echoed and
contributed to a vision of America rooted in urban Progressive ideals. These ideals, like other
Progressive-Era visions, were rooted in a deep commitment to centralization and “cooperation”
while simultaneously reinforcing a rigid hierarchy and boundaries of exclusion, including a
commitment to the eugenics and euthenics movements. Hunter’s choice to articulate biology in
language that echoed the social systems of the moment helped him win (for the moment) the
fight over how to define and depict to young people a new worldview rooted in the new
interdisciplinary field of “Biology.”130 He hoped the book was “directed toward civic
betterment” by describing the “big underlying biological concepts on which society is built…”131
Hunter’s biological concepts located the student as an element in a wider system, and outlined
the ways in which they were responsible for their own function toward the emergent properties
of their society.
Reviewers and teachers wrote extensive critiques of this strategy, revealing how
polarizing Hunter’s textbook was even to academics close to his social position. One critic of
Hunter’s 1914 manuscript draft, Professor George Atkinson from Cornell, wrote that Hunter’s
strategy of writing an “applied” textbook” represented a “tendency... of sensationalism in
education.” He worried that Hunter’s applications represent a “cloak…to make the students and
the public believe a thing is what it is not…."132 However, Hunter’s model of making education
“applied” was far from cloaked. Instead, I argue that Hunter was earnest in his hope to use the
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organization and language of the textbook to draw out resonances with the social context in
which his students lived.

INTERDISCIPLINARY BIOLOGY
Hunter had a great deal of leeway in defining biology in a Progressive, urban ideal of
systems interactions because biology was a new field in secondary school curriculum. Hunter
and his colleagues at DeWitt Clinton High School were at the forefront of a new educational
movement to develop the field of interdisciplinary biology. A national survey between the years
1896-1900 found that 82.5% of schools taught botany, 70% physiology, 42.5% zoology, and
10% biology.133 But in the next decade, Hunter was part of a movement to synthesize the more
common disciplines (zoology, botany, and physiology) into a comprehensive general biology
course. His 1907 textbook was a first attempt to draw connections between what were seen as
separate curricular disciplines. Between 1910 and 1915, the number of students taking high
school biology increased from 7,883 to 80,403 pupils, a change of 1.1% of students taking
biology to 6.9%.134 While the proportion of students taking biology increased sevenfold, the
proportion taking physiology dropped from 15.3 to 9.5%, the proportion of students taking
zoology dropped from 6.9% to 3.2%, and the proportion taking botany dropped from 15.8% to
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3.2%.135 Undoubtedly, biology was the new dominating voice in life science curriculum- it
proposed a mode of studying nature as an interdisciplinary inquiry.
The 1907 edition to Hunter’s textbook is divided into the three fields that composed the
19th century life sciences most commonly taught in secondary school, holding the subtitle: “a
practical text-book correlating botany, zoology, and human physiology.”136 The textbook was
mostly structured according to physiological structures within taxonomic categories: the
“Botany” section included a chapter on flowers, a chapter on leaves, a chapter on buds and
stems, and other elements of morphological structure. Hunter divided the “Zoology” section even
more directly by taxonomic category, writing a chapter on general families like “Protozoa,”
“Insects,” “Mammals,” and “Mollusks.” The headings followed the classes of the Linnaean
classification system, including the classes describing unicellular organisms (which were
discovered following Linnaeus’ death).137 In 1907, an American Book Company editor appealed
to the American Museum of Natural History director Herman Bumpus to describe Hunter’s
textbook as “entirely new in its method of presentation,” because of its “correlation of the three
subjects”—Botany, Zoology, and Physiology.138 In each section, Hunter described in detail the
forms of various organisms.
In this edition, Hunter walked a fine line between maintaining the disciplinary boundaries
with which students and teachers were familiar, while gradually integrating the connections
between the disciplines at a paragraph level. Even the 1907 edition however was, at that moment,
a new pedagogical model. Even simply “correlating” the three disciplines was an emerging shift
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in science education. Bumpus’ comments that this “correlation” of disciplines was “entirely
new” does indicate some degree if integration of disciplines beyond simply coexisting in the
same bound volume. In the 1907 edition Hunter began to traverse the boundaries of taxonomic
categories when discussing functional morphology. He wrote about analogous physiologies, and
drew links between organisms based on function. He defined “organ” as “a part of a plant or
animal,” that has “a separate work or function.”139 He discussed the role of insects in a section
focused on botany.140 In 1907, Hunter’s described connections across taxonomic groups only in
sentence-level statements. In this way, he maintained the familiar modes of inquiry from natural
history curricula from all three subjects of botany, zoology, and physiology.141
Hunter did describe some amount of interaction and interrelation between organisms,
mostly within single trophic levels. Hunter described methods of sustainable forestry in a
framework of fixed-resource model of economic competition, writing: “Forests should be kept
thinned. Too many trees are as bad as too few. They struggle with one another for foothold and
light, which only a few can enjoy.”142 Mostly, organisms’ relation to human societies or
structures took the form of simile- only in his later editions would Hunter placing plants,
animals, and humans alongside each other as examples of a deeper underlying concept. In
describing how the horse-chestnut bud was adapted for protection against icy spring rain, Hunter
described the buds’ “overlapping position of the scales, like the shingles on a roof.”143 This
model of evolution, based on single-trait functional adaptations of individuals or populations of a
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few closely associated species, was a common mode of describing life for many 19th century
naturalists.
Over the next seven years, however, he would completely reorganize the textbook so that
the “correlation” between subjects structured the sections of the book, stepping between trophic
levels and across taxonomic categories in the very premise of the headings. Instead of the three
overarching sections of Botany, Zoology, and Physiology, Hunter’s 1914 Civic Biology was
rearranged into many smaller sections such as: “The Environment of Plants and Animals,” “The
Interrelations of Plants and Animals” and “The Function and Composition of Living Things.”144
The reviewer George Wood wrote of the 1914 manuscript that it was “admirable” because it
addressed “together the subject of plant and animal life— which separately treated have been a
bugbear to the average teacher of the 1st year high school course in this city.”145 American Book
Company was eager to establish a groundbreaking presence in the new biology textbook market,
and because of their market dominance, were one of the first companies to develop language that
would come to define the curricular trends in the following decades.
As detailed in the preceding chapter, the academic faculty of elite universities had begun
centralizing an interdisciplinary, unified biology over thirty years earlier. Nonetheless, American
Book Company took a financial risk by publishing Hunter’s textbooks. The editors wagered that
general biology would prevail over separate fields, but even by 1916 they were unsure.146 One
study showed that even by 1926 (more than a decade after Civic Biology was published), only
60% of teachers favored an interdisciplinary biology curriculum over separate life science
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courses.147 Hunter’s interdisciplinary textbook came under sharp criticism by Ph.D. biologists
during the manuscript review process. Reviewers criticized Hunter’s goal to correlate the
subjects in the first place. When asked to comment on his draft manuscript for Civic Biology,
Charles Allen, botanist at University of Wisconsin at Madison wrote, "we do not in this part of
the country believe in a mixed course...” He advocated instead that there would be more
“educational value” in “a continuous year's work, either in botany or zoology.”148 One critic of
Hunter’s 1914 manuscript draft, Professor George Atkinson from Cornell, resisted Hunter’s new,
interdisciplinary life science being associated with biology, insisting that what Hunter was
writing should have some other name and “leave out entirely the word Biology or any word
relating to Biology or Natural History because it is not Biology...."149 These criticisms of the
manuscript partly reproduced the anxieties that interdisciplinary biology faced in the academic
sphere. But the resistance in the academy had largely faded by this time—if biology was on the
rise in the major research institutions, why were academics so opposed to this interdisciplinary
science in high schools?
Part of the academics’ resistance to integration of the subjects was because they did not
believe that students could obtain adequate detail from the new broad curriculum. George C.
Wood, a manuscript reviewer, wrote that the text appeared as though “the author did not have
time or space to treat each topic fully” and instead gave “a little on a great many subjects, rather
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than a good deal on a few topics.” He complained that the books “lack continuity, unity and
solidarity.” The lack of “continuity” emphasizes how much Hunter struggled to actually develop
a new model of interdisciplinary, applied biology.
Despite the radical restructuring of the text, many of the paragraphs are replicated whole
cloth, and simply rearranged. Wood complained of Civic Biology that it had a “fundamental
defect”: that “the topics and subtopics are too much broken up into paragraphs, which seem as
paragraph headings to bear little relation to the other…” Wood said that this sloppy editing
resulted in a lack of “continuity of thought” and admonished Hunter for “cutting out of much
material from the old pages and attempting to connect associated ideas on different pages or
parts of a page.” Hunter’s strategy was more bricolage than the more integrated, coherent
synthesis that Wood would have preferred. Wood further asserted that Hunter’s writing had
“prevented its use in many schools.”150 Wood’s review thus cited the incoherence of the new
model as an obstacle to teachers’ ability to implement this interdisciplinary curriculum in
classrooms. This transition into interdisciplinary biology was a halting, incomplete process,
leaving unanswered the questions of how to clearly articulate the connections that Hunter hoped
to elucidate.

APPLIED BIOLOGY
Interdisciplinary biology was a direct attempt to create an applied science of social
systems. Hunter hoped that this new interdisciplinary science would help students derive more
meaning from the connections between the objects of study. These goals emphasize how those
leading the movement for interdisciplinary biology in secondary schools hoped to involve young
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people in an applied, urban, Progressive project by engaging biology as the social science of the
moment. However, Academic reviewers criticized Hunter’s textbook because of how “applied”
the model was. For Hunter, to “apply” biology was to understand biology in the context of the
demands of the sociopolitical moment, often using an explicitly economic lens. He hoped to use
“biological principles” to “benefit society.”151 The 1919 issue of the teacher’s High Points
journal would articulate that this type of economic lens of analysis was the way to “apply”
biology to the needs of “citizens,” writing: “The needs of the intelligent citizen rather than the
needs of the scientist have influenced the choice of topics; hence, preference has been given to
topics which lead to an understanding of phenomena and situations of large, human and
economic importance.”152 In his criticism of Hunter’s 1914 manuscript draft, Professor George
Atkinson from Cornell insisted that Hunter’s strategy of writing an “applied” textbook
represented a “tendency... of sensationalism in education.”153 Sensationalist or not, Hunter’s
strategy utilized a widespread strategy of applying biological principles to social life and social
theory to ecological description.154 Many biologists at the time hoped to justify the field of
biology by deriving social policies and pragmatic knowledge from academic ecology. Beverly
Galloway, a mycologist from University of Missouri, hoped to use the USDA to position the
Botanist as “a man of affairs” who would work towards “endless harmonious expansion” of both
social and scientific knowledge.155 In a review of the manuscript, an unsigned letter reads that
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that Civic Biology "undoubtedly complies with the tendency in biological teaching, away from
the structural and unfamiliar, and towards the functional and economic."156 This quote reveals
the hope that functional and economic descriptions of organisms would be more accessible for
students because of its familiarity. This reviewer’s comment echoes the teacher’s comment from
the epigraph of the introduction to this thesis, in which he describes the student as more familiar
with the “relations… among heavenly bodies” (an abstraction of system organization) than with
“air, water, [and] soil,” arguing that students needed academic study in order to make the student
“at one with his immediate environment.”157 Hunter’s strategy was a direct appeal to engage
young people with language that would resonate more closely with their existing experience−
experience which he defined as a market-based understanding of value and interaction between
bodies.
Some teachers and reviewers received Hunter’s economic method enthusiastically.
Before the 1914 edition was released, a teacher at the Manual Training High School in Kansas
City, Missouri wrote that he was looking for a textbook that would emphasize "the economic
relation of the common animals and plants to human beings.”158 However, other reviewers
bristled at the economic justification for studying nature. Herbert Walter, a biology professor at
Brown University, wrote in his reviewer’s comments that he didn’t like Hunter’s “attitude” of
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“appealing to the dollars and cents argument constantly.” He insisted that a purely economic
orientation was a lost “opportunity” and reminisced over the “splendid” old taxonomic catalogs,
which provided “food for the intellect!” Walter asserted, “The ideal content of biology is as
important as the practical after all.”159 Walter’s review of the manuscript reveals the tension
between intrinsic value of nature (as Nature Study would have depicted), intrinsic value of
knowledge (“food for the intellect”) and the extrinsic value of both nature itself and of studying
academic biology (the “dollars and cents argument”). In a 1922 issue of the teachers’ “High
Points” bulletin, one teacher lamented the New York Regents’ state tests’ new grading policy for
a question about the “value of wild birds” wherein a student who identified one of the values of
wild birds as “beautifying the surroundings” would lose marks for an incorrect answer. Instead,
to teach aesthetics in biology, the author suggested that teachers describe the “economic value of
beauty.”160 But for Hunter, the economic was more fundamental than simply a way to sell
biology curriculum. Instead, economic description of nature was indeed part of the “ideal” part
of the study of nature because it reflected the functions he saw in the biological material itself.
Hunter’s description of function relies almost entirely on economic terms, to the point
that by 1914, economic concerns overrode either physiology or anatomy. One reviewer objected
to Hunter’s “miscategorization” of a starfish as mollusk.161 Hunter disagreed, explaining that the
Echinoderms were described with the mollusks “because of their economic connection as
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destroyers of shellfish."162 In this taxonomy, Hunter saw the interface between human economic
systems as a priority in defining an organisms’ category—not to diminish what Walter had called
“food for the intellect” but instead to assert real connections to economic systems. Walter’s letter
objected that this “ideal” content of biology (as opposed to “practical”) was “All the more
[important] to a city dweller who needs to have his horizon widened.”163 City dwellers, Walter
worried, would be more familiar with the economic argument and would need educators to show
students the aesthetic or ideal characters of the living world. But Hunter’s book emphasized
economic arguments as some of the defining characters of living systems. Many of the chapters
in the 1914 textbook edition held titles such as “The economic relation of green plants to man”
and “the economic importance of animals.”164 Far from sublimating the “ideal” qualities of living
things, Hunter saw the qualities of “ideal” and “practical” as deeply interrelated as modes of
describing organisms.

PHYSIOLOGY
Although many research communities certainly fit Compte and Spencer’s observation of
increasing disciplinary specificity, physiologists throughout the nineteenth century commonly
analyzed body systems across taxonomic groups to describe common adaptations between
organisms to similar environmental challenges. In comparative morphology, post-Darwinian
naturalists described evolution across generations, describing adaptations developed through
natural selection. As new theories of inheritance undermined Lamarck’s description of evolution
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acquired traits, studying thermodynamic physiology was one of the first ways biologists began to
understand relationships across taxonomic groups within a single lifetime. In a mechanistic
model, the function of physiology is defined by its efficient and energetically maximized role in
regard to the organism.165 In his 1907 textbook, Hunter defined analogous morphology as “a
structure which has the same function or use as another structure.”166 Hunter defined a
structures’ “function” in terms of an energetic maximization, a purpose in relation to the energy
economy of an organism. This type of thermodynamic physiology was common at the time, and
was often extended into human industrial settings: many researchers studied factory workers’
thermodynamic use of energy, calculating their efficiency of industrial production in terms of
calories.167
The description of organ function has the residue of 19th century mechanical models of
biology, an almost Cartesian description of man as machine. In the 1907 edition, Hunter was
quick to qualify his description of man as differentiated from the industrial world. He wrote that
others had compared the human body to a machine “in that it turns over the latent or potential
energy stored up in food into kinetic energy.” For Hunter, the “great difference” between the
engine and the human body was that “the engine uses fuel unlike the substance out of which it is
made” whereas the human body “uses for fuel the same substances out of which it is formed.”168
However, by 1914, Hunter began to blur this distinction, describing humans, non-human
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organisms, and built machines in terms of input and output of fuel. Hunter noted in the 1914
manuscript, “in our study of physiology we must ask where we are to place man.”169 Edward
Rice, a reviewer from Ohio Wesleyan University, noted this phrase, and objected that Hunter
was using physiology (rather than morphology) as the method of constructing a comparative
taxonomy. Rice argued that in fact, Hunter had classified man anatomically, and lamented, “It is
too bad to continue the old confusion of physiology and anatomy in the elementary students'
mind."170 This exchange reflects a tension between Rice and Hunter’s definitions of physiology
and anatomy, and the relationship of form and function. In examining the morphology of
organisms, Rice argued that physical form did not directly indicate energetic function or
taxonomic relationships, whereas Hunter increasingly described function as purpose, and
increasingly dismantled the distinction between function and form. Hunter described “one of the
most important functions of the root to a young seedplant” as the function of “a holdfast, an
anchor to fasten it in the place where it is to develop.”171 All functions of a seedling excepting
the “taking in of water,” Hunter wrote, “arise after the young plant has begun to develop.”172
This connection between function and form allowed Hunter to draw more connections between
anatomy and physiology, and by extension, make broader arguments about the interactions
between the organism and the wider world.
Reviewers critiqued Hunter’s description of purpose, even his simple leap to describing
the functions of organs. An unsigned response letter to Hunter’s 1914 text protested,
"transpiration of water is given as a leaf function,” whereas in fact, “evaporation is no more a
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function of a wet leaf that it is of a wet towel."173 The reviewer resisted Hunter’s attribution of
purpose to an observation, resisting Hunter’s interpretive style and demanding an older
descriptive purity. In an intermediate 1911 edition of the textbook, Hunter was asked to revise a
caption for an illustration of a crayfish.174 He kept all of the morphological description, labeling
organs such as the "modified swimmeret in male," but cut out all explication, including the
qualification that the swimmeret is "normal in female, serves in male as canal for the seminal
fluid."175 In this example of descriptive work, Hunter chose teaching terminology over
describing functional activities of the organism. In both of these examples, Hunter’s first drafts
included interpretive analysis, but the academic reviewers demanded he limit this attribution and
maintain the commitment to morphological detail from the biological traditions of natural
history. This description of purpose within a single organism’s morphology was only the
beginning of tension around Hunter’s interpretive work. His description of how those
morphological, energetic functions interacted with the wider ecological setting posed even
stronger assertions about the nature of biology, and faced correspondingly stronger resistance
from reviewers.

COMPLEXITY AND DIVISION OF LABOR
Hunter’s metaphors for describing interactions between organisms reveal a deep layering
of political and economic values in the textbook, some more veiled than others. Hunter’s books
navigated the questions of part-whole dynamics by defining complexity as a function of division
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of labor. In Hunter’s model, the division of labor defined the hierarchy of life. Division of labor
emphasizes a functional, economic relation of the part to the whole. In the 1907 textbook,
cooperation was rendered on every trophic level. Hunter wrote that the algae Pandorina, “as a
result of living together, move faster through the water and thus obtain more food than one
alone.” Hunter described Hymenoptera (the order that includes bees, ants, and wasps), as having
a “wonderful communal life” that made them “some of the most highly developed insects.”176
“As we look higher in the scale of life,” Hunter argued, “we invariably find that certain parts of a
plant or animal are set apart to do certain work and only that work. This has resulted in what is
called division of labor.”177 The values implicit in this statement were controversial even in
describing non-human systems.
Edward Rice, a reviewer of Civic Biology, asked in protest, " are the echinoderms 'still
more complicated in structure than the worms'?” The reviewer disagreed about Hunter’s criteria
for determining the structure to be “complicated,” pointing out that “it is… too bad to ignore the
radial symmetry."178 This small moment reveals a tension in using division of labor as the sole
criteria for complexity. Depending on the definition of complexity, one could construct multiple,
competing chains of hierarchy. Hunter was not simply naming a classification system, but
assigning value.

SYSTEMS
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In Hunter’s model of communities, the division of labor gave rise to a “harmonious
whole.”179 This whole, the emergent qualities of the group, was emphasized as the quality of
importance in describing a system. Notably, he used the word “system” throughout both editions,
but in two different ways. In both editions, “system” generally refers to a network of parts that
perform a given function—the root system, the circulatory system, the nervous system, or a
system of waste management in a city. However, in other uses, the word changed meaning. In
the first edition, he referred to “systematic botany,” the idea that “any one who has visited a
hothouse or a large garden is likely to notice that … the plant world is divided into many tribes
or groups.”180 In this use of “system,” he is talking about a system of description (taxonomy).
This use of system refers to categories, and divisions. In 1907 Hunter calls interactions in a given
location “Plant societies,” where “any boy or girl…can easily see that plants group themselves
into societies.” 181 While in his description of taxonomy, the plant world “is divided,” in his
description of ecology, the plants “Group themselves.” This is a model of self-organization and
sorting. In 1907, Hunter’s short section on “plant societies” makes no mention of division of
labor, but explains ecological distributions as an individualistic association with environmental
conditions.
While he uses a scene of a “hothouse” or “large garden” to describe the use of the word
“system” as a way of sorting groups of plants, he uses a “vacant lot or city park” to describe
plant societies. This is a gesture toward naturalizing a new vision of how elements are
amalgamating into systems. While a city park may be a constructed place, a vacant lot is
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certainly, in Hunter’s worldview, a place far from order. And yet this same vacant lot is where
“any boy or girl…can easily see that plants group themselves into societies.” This is a model of
self-organization. Plant societies exist “along the dusty edge of the roadside under the trees of the
forest, along the edge of the brook, in a swamp or a pond” and exhorted students to learn the
names of plants according to the “conditions under which they live….”182 By describing the
species distribution in an ecological “system” in terms of each organisms’ adaptation to specific
niches, Hunter’s 1907 model depicted individualistic associations with an environment as a
whole.
In Civic Biology, Hunter began to extend the idea of an emergent quality to the
environment. He used the concept of “relationships” to describe a “balanced aquarium” where
plant and animal life were counter-weights in a unified nutrient cycle.183 He extended this model
to land-based as well as marine systems, and suggested that teachers have glass aquariums to
demonstrate an “unconscious partnership” of symbiosis.184 In this depiction, Hunter emphasizes
emergent qualities of the system (such as “balance”) that described a group assembled of
disparate parts with language referring to the system’s properties. This is a contrast to the 1907
description of individual associations—here, the whole is functioning in ways that transcend any
individual needs of organisms. Still, Hunter is not depicting a superorganism—the notion of
“system” ends at the edge of the body.
Despite Hunter’s early focus on individual organisms as a unit of analysis, within those
organisms Hunter’s descripts depict an extremely coordinated model, locating the nervous
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system as the coordinating center of the body.185 Notably, despite his emphasis on children
cooperating with authority, he never explicitly identifies the nervous system as analogous to the
government or the economy. Nevertheless, many economists used the nervous system to describe
technological or social networks, and many biologists used government and technology networks
to describe the nervous system.186 It seems highly possible that students would be familiar with
this metaphor even when it was not directly explicated. He wrote in the 1907 edition “in the
simplest of animals, one cell performs the functions necessary to its existence. In the more
complex animals, where groups of cells form tissues, each having a different function, a nervous
system is developed.”187 The ability to directly coordinate parts of a whole, characterized by
man’s “extreme development” of the nervous system, established a hierarchy. Coordination was
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the height of evolution, and man, as a result of having this level of coordination, was “the
thinking animal, and as such is master of the earth.”188 In Hunter’s depiction, the functions of the
nervous system included “the connection of organs in different parts of the body so that they act
as a united and harmonious whole.”189 From this function of the nervous system, “cooperation in
word and deed is the end attained.”190 These passages show how Hunter used the metaphors of
cooperation within an organism to make greater statements about the mechanisms of systems as
a whole, and argue for a particular vision of how society should be coordinated—a vision of
cooperation as orchestrated by a central, planned response by which each part could act in unity.
In the 1914 edition, Hunter described the nitrogen cycle as a common force between plants and
animals— “in spite of all the nitrogen of the atmosphere, plants and animals are limited in the
amount available.”191 With the language of limited resources and complexity as division of labor,
Hunter thus asserted that that the human division of labor was the most perfect in all of nature –
therefore normalizing the economic hierarchy of the historical moment.
Hunter wrote in the introduction of Civic Biology that the purpose of biology education
was to “make us better men and women” by showing that “unselfishness exists in the natural
world.” He described how many trophic levels operate by prioritizing the group’s overall
wellbeing, including animals both “lowly and complex” and insects, where looking at the
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dynamics of the biological creatures, a student could see that “the welfare of the individual is
given up for the best interests of the community. The law of mutual give and take, of sacrifice for
the common good, is seen everywhere.” To the future voters in a rapidly changing democracy,
Hunter hoped that seeing these biological examples would teach his young readers, “as we come
to take our places in society, to be willing to give up our individual pleasure or selfish gain for
the good of the community in which we live.”192 This orientation of the individual to the whole
echoes the language of American corporate socialism that characterized the leading economic
powers of the time.193
By 1914, Hunter used the “system” to emphasize importance of division of labor to allow
individuals to efficiently contribute to a unified whole. Hunter’s model of division of labor
translated directly into lessons for the urban industrial economy. Hunter wrote that “such
division of labor may occur among other animals as, for example, bees or ants” but that this
organization was “seen at its highest in a great city or in a large business or industry.” He cited
the “stockyards of Chicago,” where men performed “but a single movement during their entire
day’s work, but this movement repeated so many times in a day has resulted in wonderful
accuracy and speed.”194 The urban economy was thus not only a product of nature, but was the
height of development in a sequence of progress. Hunter’s model of complexity and labor was
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explicitly teleological. He wrote that the division of labor became “increasingly more perfect as
we ascend the scale of complexity in form and structure toward the highest type of all, man.”195
This scale was sequenced along a timeline of linear development over time; each taxonomic
group represented “stages in complexity of development of life on earth.”196 The stakes were
high—Hunter asserted that division of labor defined complexity, and that complexity delineated
the hierarchy of all life.
The hierarchy had clear implications for which elements were included in Hunter’s
depiction of a system. Hunter defined the boundaries of a system by participation according to a
predetermined function. He decried the “hundreds of families… spreading disease, immorality,
and crime to all parts of the country.” He wrote that these families “take from society, but give
nothing in return. They are true parasites.”197 This characterization reveals the implications of his
model— a deep fear of immigrants, and a despise for the poor. One image depicts a girl throwing
trash out of an apartment window into the street below. In the caption, Hunter explained, “she
was a foreigner and knew no better.”198 It was Hunter, and other urban science teachers, who
took it upon themselves to educate these young people according to the American values they
hoped would take hold.

THE ENVIRONMENTAL ROLE IN EVOLUTION
The debate around environment and the organism translated into political questions about
the American population. The Progressive-Era theorists faced an increasingly ethnically diverse
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population in New York City, threatening notions of national homogeneity (notions which were
never really founded in the first place, only rendered more visible by increasing waves of
voluntary immigration). Hunter’s focus on the emergent qualities of a system, and an increasing
focus on the properties of the whole, led to a deep anxiety about the future of the human race.
Throughout the book, Hunter oscillated between his hope in environmental conditions as a
mechanism of reform and “moral uplift,”199 and his resignation to inheritance as determining a
rigid social hierarchy. Although ostensibly Hunter’s concern was for the human race as a whole,
the language of the textbook advocates for race-, class-, and ethnicity-based exclusions, violence,
and family planning.200
In describing the relation of the part to the whole, biologists, social scientists, and
economists were faced with the challenge of describing actual interactions between the
individual and the surrounding environment. Although scientists like August Weismann
observed the pattern of chromosomal division as early as the 1890s, biologists did not uniformly
adopt the idea of genetic inheritance until well into the twentieth century, and many disparate
theories described the process of development and the degree to which it could be affected by
external factors within an organism’s lifetime.201 The emerging disciplines of both human and
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non-human ecology linked organisms together and began to theorize the interaction between
biotic and abiotic factors, but left ambiguous the mechanisms at play in community assembly
and interactions between environment and organism. Clements’ “neo-Lamarckian”
superorganism model argued that “stimulus and response” could explain not just organismenvironment interactions but also the reaction of an ecosystem as a whole to changes in resource
availability. The tensions around the role of the environment lead to the iconic debate between
Clemens’ superorganism model and Gleason’s ecological association model in explaining
ecosystem assembly.202
One immediate question in describing environmental interactions was describing
mechanisms of stimulus and response. In Civic Biology, Hunter defined habits and reflex by
asserting that habits were “really acquired reflex actions…” whereby “the conscious part of the
brain has trained the cerebellum or spinal cord to do certain things that, at first, were taken
charge of by the cerebrum.”203 One reviewer, a Dr. D. Kitzer from the State Normal School in
Springfield, Missouri, objected to this passage, saying that Hunter’s definition is "wrong or
lacking in clearness.” Reflex, Kitzer wrote, “is a nerve action…no acts are automatic, i.e.,
without cause… The frog referred to will not act spontaneously— i.e. without stimulation of
some sort."204 Kitzer asserted that there is no action without stimulus—that the causes of events
are located externally to the organism. In this moment, Hunter and Kitzer disagreed on where to
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place the boundary of behavior- as a product of environmentally stimulated actions, or as a
pattern intrinsic to an organism.
This disagreement around the internal and external impacted interpretation of
morphological development, and the relative contributions of nature and nurture. On the one
hand, Hunter described the environmental impacts on morphology. He described seasonal
dimorphism in butterflies, explaining that this variation showed “that the factors which play such
important parts in the life of plants also play, in some cases at least, equally important parts in
molding the form and structure of animals.”205 On the other hand, he worried about the
determinism of heredity.206 He emphasized the power of the “life of plants” and asserted that the
environmental responses played “equally important” roles in the butterfly’s morphology.
The interaction between the organism and the environment posted questions about how to
explain the patterns sociologists observed in human communities, and why societies showed
such distinct structures along class lines. Sociologists wrestled with transposing a hierarchical
model of evolution according to brutal natural selection into human societies. In retrospect, the
most violent historical examples of eugenic thought applied a purely Darwinian model of natural
selection and advocated for social policies only addressing the evolution of the human
population between generations−policies ranging from controlled marriage laws and birth control
to forced sterilization and systematic genocide. In Civic Biology, Hunter wrote, “if the stock of
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domesticated animals can be improved, it is not unfair to ask if the health and vigor of the future
generations of men and women on the earth might not be improved by applying to them the laws
of selection.”207 Hunter suggested that although “humanity will not allow” the strategy of
selective murder to “prevent” certain people “from spreading… such a low and degenerate race”
that other possible remedies included “separating the sexes in asylums and “preventing
intermarriage.”208 This textbook explicitly advocated for eugenics, a mainstream topic of
discussion among academic biologists at the beginning of the 20th century.
This depiction describes the qualities Hunter argues are “degenerate” as traits that
operated as fixed, heritable characteristics. The hierarchy of life, so explicit in Hunter’s
teleological story of complexity, separated people according to race. He wrote that Caucasians,
“represented by the civilized white inhabitants of Europe and America” were “the highest type of
all.”209 In a section labeled “Blood Tells,” Hunter wrote, “brilliant men and women… have
received the good inheritance from their ancestors.”210 By using phrases like “good” inheritance,
Hunter reinscribed hierarchical descriptions of society; by locating this “brilliance” in the blood,
Hunter located the qualities of high social status as immutable, biological characters.
However, Hunter’s project, like other eugenics theory at the time, was not located only in
the qualities inherited at birth. Hunter’s textbook engaged extensively with a variation on the
eugenics project—the science of euthenics. Euthenics was first defined in 1910 by Ellen
Richards as “the betterment of living conditions, through conscious endeavor, for the purpose of
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securing efficient human beings.”211 Hunter hoped to improve human stock by improving
“personal hygiene, selection of healthy mates, and the betterment of the environment.”212
Through the language of euthenics, he emphasized adjustment over the eugenic model of
adaptation. Euthenics emphasized developmental processes and interaction within a single
lifetime. He wrote, “The strongest physical characteristics may be ruined if the surroundings are
unwholesome and unsanitary. The slums of a city are ‘at once symptom, effect, and cause of
evil.’” He attributed the responsibility for these conditions to the city as a whole, citing the 1913
efforts of the New York City health department to “‘clean up’… all filth, dirt, and rubbish from
the houses, streets, and vacant lots.” As evidence of success, Hunter cited “a smaller percentage
of deaths of babies than ever before.”213 Hunter’s language maintained the importance of
immediate, municipal action that would affect bodies directly.
At first glance, euthenics and euthenics have projects at odds with one another—eugenics
relies on control of birth and mate selection, locating characters as immutable and hereditary,
whereas euthenics identifies the environment as having a much larger role in development,
maintaining that people have the opportunity for uplift within a single lifetime. However,
Richards describes eugenics as “the preliminary science on which Eugenics must be based,” and
Hunter never addresses any contradiction between the two in his work.214 For the urban
Progressive reformers, uplift could be attempted through any means available; the ambiguity in
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the scientific conversation about the organism-environment interactions were unaddressed in the
arguments for their application to social systems.215
Hunter was explicit about his goals to use descriptions of natural systems to make claims
about civic life. Building off of the metaphors he used in describing non-human life, Hunter
“applied” biological principles to understanding the social structures in New York City at the
time, including the stratifications and exclusions that shaped a city facing increasingly large
waves of immigration, a nation poised at the decision of whether to enter the Great War, and a
rapidly urbanizing industrializing economy. Through these explicit political arguments about the
state of New York City, Hunter used biology to develop language that linked his understandings
of the social and natural world with complete porousness. To a student, the assembly of these
concepts echoed messages that resonated throughout other spheres in New York at the time. For
Hunter, the natural world provided lessons that translated directly into policies and programming
to organize the chaos of urban life. By using biology classrooms as a site to discuss social policy,
Hunter articulated a vision for science and civic life; a vision that his students, as well as students
around the country, learned for the next decade.
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CHAPTER 3

Urban Biology
Hunter’s writing was deeply inflected with his own regional and cultural position as a
male high school teacher in Progressive-Era New York City. While American Book Company
marketed Civic Biology as a national textbook, to be used interchangeably by any student and
any teacher, the tenets of Hunter’s biology did not represent universal values. While New York
City politics largely embraced Progressive-Era models, the tenets in George William Hunter’s
Civic Biology deeply challenged many groups of new readers, from academic biologists to
Catholic schoolteachers to residents of Dayton, Tennessee. These advocates resisting Hunter’s
textbook left deep impacts in the high school biology curriculum, both by winning some of their
demands for revisions as well as by acting as a cultural foil against which Hunter and other
biology educators defined their own position for epistemological authority. As high school
enrollment levels continued to increase throughout the 1910s and 1920s, growing numbers of
students were exposed to Hunter’s model of biology. In Tennessee, by 1925 almost 90% of high
school students would read Civic Biology in their high school classrooms. As the textbook
became increasingly widespread, the resistance to Hunter’s articulation of America in the Age of
Biology grew as well. Hunter’s model, both because of its sheer power by sales distribution, and
because of the tenets it espoused, faced resistance from many groups, including traditional
academics, catholic teachers, and rural southern voters.
Although American Book Company, Hunter’s publisher, had a financial stake in a
manuscript that could be taught with equal relevance in classrooms across the country, Hunter
himself recognized the tension this kind of goal would pose to communities around the country.
In many ways, students in Progressive-Era New York City public schools lived in a society
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modeled directly from the same principles as Hunter articulates as virtues of the natural world:
their world was organized and analyzed at a population level. As new communities encountered
the textbook, however, their regional values and institutions often faced extremely different
conditions and histories than Hunter and his students in DeWitt Clinton High School. Hunter
himself often argued that the textbook should be for more limited audiences, disagreeing with
company editors who pushed Hunter to generalize his curriculum to apply to every region in the
country and subdue his more controversial social claims to appease a wide range of grievances
from teachers and school district representatives. These grievances attacked many aspects of the
textbook, and each on different grounds; some teachers objected that Hunter described field sites
that were only applicable to regions surrounding New York, while some teachers objected to the
moral claims Hunter made when he advocated for eugenics. All of the objections to the textbook
carried more subtle valences of regional and cultural politics.
In an Age of Biology, teachers understood the deep cosmic impact of the texts that
increasingly structured the students’ classroom time. In a 1919 edition of the New York City
teacher’s journal, the journal editor paraphrased a speech by John L. Tildsley, the Assistant
Superintendent of New York City Schools, as arguing that “‘Americanization’ will, to a great
extent, take care of itself when the young citizens of the land become vitally interested in
government as manifested in their immediate surroundings.”216 This chapter will sketch some of
the more “immediate surroundings” that “young citizens” would have seen in their local
contexts, from New York City to Dayton Tennessee. The chapter then tracks the cultural
landscape across a few regions in America, in light of the variety of objections that teachers
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wrote about in their letters to American Book Company. Across these regional landscapes, the
cultural values were manifested in very different types of educational and political institutions.
In the Progressive Era, urban public schools played an increasingly large role in
American political rhetoric. As biologists developed models of coordinated systems, and
technologies of organization, education reformers assembled school systems on increasingly
large scales. In the 18th century, the word “system” referred to a pedagogical method, or a plan
for organizing a single school. When the Free School Society opened in 1805, Governor DeWitt
Clinton, who helped the educator Joseph Lancaster start the school, described it as a “system”but the Society only operated one school at the time. However, throughout the 19th century,
reformers began to use the word “system” to refer to an increasingly large, coordinated network
of many schools. As the Society established more schools across New York, hoping to include
more of the city’s poor, they maintained their commitment to describing their work as a “uniform
system.” This coordination accumulated slowly: for decades, the Free School Society competed
with the Board of Education for centralized control, and did not consolidate the two networks
until 1853. However, by 1901, the New York City school board had 488 schools across four
boroughs (Brooklyn was only incorporated into New York City in 1898), enrolling a total of
398,000 students. In a 1922 edition of High Points, an Assistant Professor of Banking at
Columbia proudly stated, “No other state has centralized the control of educational
administration as has New York. Grants of funds, salaries of teachers, subjects of the curriculum,
are some of the phases of state supervision.”217 Carl Kaestle has argued that other places in
America resisted large school systems because of a strong tradition of local control. In New
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York, however, the city’s local population was large enough (“with enough problems and
enough children”) to develop a large, coordinated network of schools (“a system”) within the
tradition of local control of schools.218
Hunter taught in one of these New York Public Schools when he wrote Civic Biology. He
began teaching at DeWitt Clinton High School in 1899. At that time, it was an all-boys public
school located in the meatpacking district of Manhattan, alongside the Hudson River just north
of the West Village. At DeWitt Clinton, Hunter worked with colleagues including Henry
Linville, Benjamin Gruenberg, and Anne and Maurice Bigelow to pioneer the teaching of
biology as a new subject in high school curriculums.219 In their efforts to develop biology as a
legitimate subject for secondary education, Linville, Gruenberg, and Mr. and Mrs. Bigelow also
joined Hunter in writing their own textbooks, which became the main competition for Hunter’s
own Civic Biology in terms of sales.220 DeWitt Clinton was therefore one of the main sites where
textbooks became a major force as a technology of centralization. As curriculum became more
standardized nationwide, textbooks provided a way to coordinate biology curriculum between
teachers in distant classrooms. Hunter and his colleagues at DeWitt Clinton wrote most of those
narratives, exporting a new model of nature and a new pedagogy of biology to schools that
operated in very different regional and political contexts.
Hunter’s books were part of a new model of laboratory biology curriculum that posed a
sharp contrast to the widespread educational movement of “nature study,” a nineteenth century
movement developed and organized mostly by rural female schoolteachers. Nature study
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emphasized students’ time outdoors and offered teachers wide latitude to plan local and
regionally specific lessons that facilitated students’ learning about their immediate environmental
surroundings. Even nature study teachers in New York City developed curriculum that
emphasized student fieldtrips into the urban environment or to public parks. As the nature study
movement became more nationally prominent, many teachers in Chicago, Boston, and New
York became vocal advocates of the pedagogical philosophies grounded in natural history
practices of observation and description. Throughout the 1880s and 1890s, both Normal Schools
(state centers of teacher training) and more elite institutions like the newly founded Teacher’s
College at Columbia focused on Nature Study as an important movement in science teaching.221
As late as 1900, educator James Earle Russell, who founded the influential journal Teacher’s
College Record wrote that Teacher’s College, established only a year earlier, should support
nature study initiatives as part of the school’s mandate to train educators in the “science of
education.”222 When, in 1913, the New York City Board of Education’s Committee on Studies,
recommended that schools eliminate Nature Study curriculum, many influential educators wrote
letters defending the natural history methods.223
Despite the widespread support for Nature Study, laboratory-based biology curriculum
gradually displaced the voices of rural women in secondary schools, and Nature Study was
increasingly confined to the elementary grades.224 Although historian Sally Kohlstedt’s study of
this movement does not address direct tensions between laboratory biology and nature study, her
study illuminates two important comparisons between the two. First, Kohlstedt proposes that
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Nature Study was a space where women dominated the discussions of both biology and
pedagogy; with notable exceptions,225 women were largely absent from the biological research in
the academy and museum research spheres, as well as from the education reform discourse.226
Kohlstedt also proposes that rural teachers played a large role in the Nature Study discourse,
shaping the curriculum according to the needs of their students. Kohlstedt writes, “Praise of
outdoor life was sometimes expressed as a negative commentary on the chaos and
dysfunctionality of urban life.” Nature Study educators hoped to export their model of biology
education into urban classrooms; David Starr Jordan, the president of Stanford University,
“stressed natures’ capacity to teach morality, especially to otherwise estranged urbanites.”227
Hunter’s model of laboratory biology exercises displaced the curricula designed by the large
scores of rural women teaching around the country.
Hunter established his commitment to urban specificity gradually; his first edition, the
1907 Elements of Biology shares many qualities with the established pedagogies of Nature Study.
In describing an observation exercise, Hunter asked students to find seeds in “the fields, a city
park, or even a vacant lot…”228 In 1907 Hunter emphasized the most common species such as
evening primrose (onagra biennis) that grew in “dry fields, roadsides, or waste places.” The 1907
edition sequenced the curriculum according to seasons: students would study seed types in the
fall, when trees were shedding seed pods before the frost, and the winter curriculum consisted of
“largely museum and reference work.”229 These types of attention to the outdoors used tools
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from the more descriptive natural history curriculums of the 19th century to address a much wider
school population. Hunter described outdoor settings in general terms, which echoed a longer
tradition of locating biology education outside of the classroom, in “nature, not books.”230 In
1907, the Central Association of Science and Math Teachers, based in Chicago, had written that
they “assumed at the outset that it would be undesirable if biology courses in all localities were
the same.”231 Elements of Biology is vague about regional references, perhaps reflecting the
pressure of American Book Company to sell textbooks to rural populations- in 1909, rural areas
enrolled an average of 21.1% of students aged 14-19 compared to a nationwide enrollment level
of 11%.232
The 1914 edition Civic Biology was a different book. Despite American Book
Company’s pressure, Hunter’s 1914 revision oriented curriculum not in the rural schools that
accounted for most high school enrollment in the country, but instead in the growing urban
schools of New York City.233 In the laboratory manual volume that accompanied Civic Biology,
Hunter wrote that he specifically designed classroom exercises for “young students in an urban
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community.”234 However, the businessmen in American Book Company’s marketing department
worried about a book that catered to a narrower urban base because by 1914 they had enjoyed a
near monopoly on the textbook nation-wide.235 The 1914 Civic Biology was initially slated to be
titled Urban Biology until book company associates realized they were limiting their potential
sales markets. Hunter’s commitment to the use of the word “urban” in the introduction, against
criticism from manuscript reviewers and publishing executives, delayed the publication date for
over a year.236 H. MacLaughlin, an American Book Company administrator, realized that readers
would see through the title’s gesture toward universality and see that the book was really a city
schoolbook. MacLaughlin wrote that although Webster’s dictionary did say that “urban” referred
to both towns and cities, that the “common feeling” was that “urban referred to ‘a town of 5000
with a high school of 100 or 150’”; MacLaughlin expressed concern that superintendents and
teachers would be confused, assuming the book was not written for their smaller
locales.237American Book Company worried that the word “urban” would limit sales in “smaller,
though progressive, communities” and “it might be well to omit the word.”238 This note indicates
the company’s hope to secure a wider market by adjusting the introductory language without
actually adapting the content of the book to address interpretations of the natural world or even
topics of description that would apply to schools in more rural areas. Herbert Walter, a biologist
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at Brown University, wrote to Hunter, “No doubt you have in this text anticipated a popular
demand…You have written a good book for the chosen people of New York City. I hope you
will get your financial reward.”239 Hunter constantly navigated contradictory values. On the one
hand, there was the American Book Company’s hope to capture a national market to justify the
high publishing costs of textbooks. On the other hand, there was his hope to maintain a textbook
that specifically related to the experience of his own students: urban high school boys in New
York City.240
Throughout the manuscript review process, Hunter consistently emphasized that the book
was “built for city schools.”241 He realized that the distinction between urban and rural biology
was not just a semantic matter of marketing, but a real concern for applicability, and wrote that
another edition of the book “with special reference to the small high school in the country”
would have been “more useful” for those schools.242 He never wrote that edition. Instead, Hunter
chose to keep the local specificity (using New York City as his region of focus), and did not
provide adaptations in the textbook for implementing it in other regions of the country. The
national sales distribution of a locally specific textbook effectively exported a depiction of
natural and social systems rooted in New York City to the entire country.
Even as the American Book Company hoped that the book would sell in schools of all
settings, some manuscript reviewers (both those who objected to the urban focus and those who
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upheld it) maintained that Hunter alone was not qualified to do both. In response to criticism
about the lack of “rural adequacy,” the American Book Company editor George Benton wrote
that he did not think that the manuscript
could be so recast that it would cover the conditions which he wishes to
emphasize in both city and country. In other words, I believe that Hunter's
book was written from the standpoint of the city community, and that there
is probably room for another book along similar lines written from the
standpoint of the rural community. I do not believe that Hunter is qualified
to do this work.243
The company could have been ceding the market territory to someone more involved in Nature
Study, but more likely they would cede the project to another academic with slightly different
regional affiliation. Mr. B. Beck, another editor, argued that it should certainly not be ceded to
someone like the superintendent who accused Hunter of being unqualified, writing in retort “Is
Tidwell competent to do this work? I do not think he is.”244 The textbook reviewers placed a
heavy weight on Hunter’s position as a New York City teacher, believing that that his regional
context limited his standpoint as a biologist as an educator.
Hunter’s regional prejudices were deeply evident in his description of human health.
Harry Howell, Superintendent of Schools in Asheville, North Carolina, wrote of the 1914
manuscript requesting a change in a picture captioned “A family of poor whites in North
Carolina.” Hunter had included this picture [include picture] to illustrate the health and economic
effects of hookworm, a parasite that caused lung injuries and anemia. In 1909, John D.
Rockefeller’s first philanthropic project documented that over forty percent of southern residents
suffered from the parasite, and estimated that this accounted for a loss of over twenty-five
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percent productivity throughout the southern agricultural industry.245 Hunter described the
hookworm as the cause of “the laziness and shiftlessness of the ‘poor whites’ of the South.”246
Objecting to the stereotype, Superintendent Howell wrote, “Though this is a North Carolina
picture, it is typical of a large number of states and sections in the South, and there is no reason
why it should be localized in North Carolina. You readily see why some sensitive Tar Heels
might object to it."247 Howell reflected on the generalization Hunter was making and carefully
advocated that his state particularly not be identified with the disparaging comment undermining
their capacity for labor.
The rural school districts adopted the textbook nonetheless, even as they noted the gaps
in the textbook’s applicability.248 One superintendent from Tennessee wistfully noted the lack of
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academic rural biology, wishing that Hunter had lived “in the midst of some great agricultural
section,” which, the reviewer argued, would have made Hunter more likely to “saturate his text
with the spirit of country life and the essence of the great problems of rural economics and
sanitation,” which was “so much needed” in those regions.249 But the dearth of academic biology
textbooks for rural schools remained. A teacher from Kansas City complained that Civic Biology
omitted “the economic discussion of other groups that relate to the direct welfare of the
community,” and lamented the lack of alternatives in the textbook market to address his students
more directly.250 In response to his critics, Hunter wrote, “I meant it exactly as I wrote it” and
that if they wanted to take the book and use it “in small towns and make do with it,” that they
could do so, “as long as they do not know any better.”251By simultaneously undermining the
validity of the rural teacher’s opinions and refusing to address their concerns, Hunter sought to
define biology as a primarily urban discipline.
Beyond regional politics per se, many teachers registered ideological objections to the
textbook’s claims. Hunter’s writing did not just reflect the urban physical environment; it also
embraced urban Progressive political ideology, including the widespread discourses around
population control through eugenics and birth control. In their responses to Hunter’s manuscript
draft in 1914, representatives of the Boston Teachers’ Association (composed of mostly Catholic
teachers) refused to buy textbooks that advocated eugenics. The Teachers’ Association
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representatives wrote to American book company to demand that Hunter revise the section
blaming a marriage to a “feeble-minded girl” as resulting in generations of alcoholics, epileptics,
“confirmed drunkards,” and people who are “sexually immoral.”252 Hunter made minor revisions
but did not alter the arguments in the book, and his editor dismissed the Teacher’s Association’s
qualms as “illogical” and accused them of demanding a text that “in every particular conform to
Roman doctrine or practice.”253 The Boston Teacher’s Association’s correspondence is the only
evidence of direct dialogue with American Book Company in resistance to the language around
eugenics in the textbook. Most of the Teachers’ Association members were Catholic, and
American Book Company used this religious identification to undermine their resistance to
evolution and other topics in the textbook.
The tension around the emerging Progressive-Era ideals that drove so many of the ideas
in Civic Biology came to a head in the Scopes Trial in 1925, after John Scopes used Hunter’s
textbook to teach evolution in Dayton, Tennessee. Throughout the 1920s, a growing tension
around textbook adoption led fourteen states to pass anti-evolution laws.254 A decade after Civic
Biology was published, the State of Tennessee passed a law that prohibited public school
teachers from teaching “any theory that denies the story of the Divine Creation of man as taught
in the Bible, and teach instead that man has descended from a lower order of animals.”255 A year
later, John D. Scopes, in violation of this law, used Hunter’s Civic Biology to teach evolution in
his biology class in Dayton. His trial, known as the Scopes Trial, became a symbolic fight
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between religious fundamentalism and proponents of scientific knowledge, a south-north culture
war, and a politicization of freedom of speech in science class.256
While these cultural dimensions of the trial provide useful lenses to understand how this
iconic performance played into national dynamics, they do not account for the changes in
biological theory and biology education itself. Nor do they allow the citizens of Dayton
Tennessee credit for engaging with the scientific material as they voted to prohibit teachers from
preaching evolution in schools. But then, why at this particular moment did evolution as
presented in schools face such resistance, not only among rural southern voters but also among
Boston Catholic teachers and even among many academic research biologists themselves? States
began to pass anti-evolution laws a full half-century after Darwin published The Origin of
Species.257 If we are to take rural southern voters’ objections to evolution seriously, why did they
not advocate for these anti-evolution laws in the 1860s? Adam Shapiro’s recent study posits that
no new discoveries in religion or science suddenly changed southern voters’ opinions about
evolution; arguing instead that their fight represents a combination of resistance to the
increasingly coercive (and largely New York-based) publishing industry as well as resistance
against the new fusion of biology and political ideology into a Civic Biology curriculum.258
While there may be no clear new discovery in biology, to explain this wave of legislation,
there was a great deal of conceptual transformation, loaded with regional and cultural values, that
may account for some of the reasons that southern rural voters mobilized legal resistance to
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evolution at this time. The revision Hunter wrote into his 1914 textbook Civic Biology, compared
to the earlier 1907 edition Elements of Biology, runs deeper than linking preexisting theories of
evolution and politics. Civic Biology does not describe a fundamentally competitive model of
survival of the fittest but rather a later interpretation of evolution as a vision of cooperative
organization at a population-level. These theories played on urban Progressive political ideology
of coordinated systems and population-level control. These ideologies were pervasive among
New York City reformers but provoked deep backlash from people with other ideological
commitments, including religious faith.
Eugenics was a mainstream science in the Progressive Era, encompassing areas of reform
ranging from birth control to democracy-building efforts. Many Eugenicists were aligned with
explicitly racialized projects, from phrenology to Nazi research programs.259 William Jennings
Bryan, three-time presidential candidate who prosecuted Scopes in the 1925 trial, used Hunter’s
language around eugenics to claim that Evolution proponents were advocating against equality.
Bryan objected to the “scientific breeding” that was embedded in the evolutionary science of the
day.260 He wrote in his 1922 book In His Image that Darwin “commends, by implication, the
savage method of eliminating the weak,” and blames vaccination for preserving unfit members
of society. Bryan wrote, “Can you imagine anything more brutal?”261 Bryan’s arguments indicted
biology for the darkest implications of its civic lessons, and resisted Hunter’s vision on the
grounds of a Christian ethic. Bryan’s appeal against evolution played on decades of ideological
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resistance from Christian thinkers across sects; although Bryan was speaking to a very different
constituency, many of his objections to Civic Biology echoed the correspondence of the Catholic
teachers in Boston who condemned what they saw as an immoral xenophobia woven throughout
Hunter’s text.
However, historian Jeffrey Moran argues that despite the real critiques of explicit racial
hierarchies inscribed in Civic Biology, Bryan’s posture of defending equality was purely
rhetorical. Bryan’s anti-eugenics claims did not ally him with anti-racism work. One prominent
black politician wrote, shortly after Bryan’s death, that Bryan had spent his career “maliciously
silent on the race question…Although dubbed as a Great Commoner, his common people never
seemed to embrace Negroes.”262 A year before the trial, Bryan had opposed a resolution
condemning the Klu Klux Klan. One of Bryan’s political allies, U.S. senator Cole Blease, “not
only endorsed a rigid antievolution law but also virulently and publicly supported the extralegal
lynching of black men.” By the time of the Scopes Trial, black leaders such as W. E. B. DuBois,
in Moran’s words, “expressed tremendous confidence in the power of science and evolutionary
theory to threaten white supremacy.” Moran argues that Franz Boas, who had close ties to black
intellectuals including DuBois, Monroe N. Work, and Carter G. Woodson, became increasingly
vocal after 1909 in dismantling racial misconceptions. By 1925, black intellectual communities
developed a faith in science as a “reliable ally.” Black newspapers such as Amsterdam News
republished Boas’ essays disputing the Nordic hypothesis. Indeed, in an editorial for The Crisis,
the official journal of the NAACP, the author argued that not only were the anti-evolutionist laws
a product of “blank and ridiculous ignorance” but that the effect of these laws were to limit the
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education of black residents of Tennessee—to leave those children with “as little education as is
consistent with fairly efficient labor and reasonable contentment.”263 The editorialist thus
positioned evolutionary science of the day, even with its history of racism, as the most
established state of knowledge. Instead of protecting children from its values, the author asserts
that to deny young black students this education was to restrict their access to knowledge that
could liberate them from the demands of labor.
In Civic Biology, the political valences of the science classroom are crystal-clear. This
was a strategy Hunter employed to gain recognition and prominence for Biology as a field, as
well as a hope to engage students. If Darwin’s Origin of Species had been published a halfcentury before the Scopes trial, what about Hunter’s new model of biology posed such a threat to
religious fundamentalists leading up to 1925? While the Scopes trial may have been the first
legal flashpoint emphasizing the politicization of this site, southern anti-evolution laws were put
into place in reaction to a particular model of biology—and not one that was intrinsic to
evolution as a theory. The anti-evolution laws were put into place starting in the early 1920s, as
more states began to adopt Civic Biology. By 1925, the classroom had been a political site for
imagining a future for America for over a decade.
This previous chapters have detailed how biologists and educators positioned secondaryschool biology as increasingly political throughout the early 20th century, in an attempt to
establish more attention and legitimacy for the field. Hunter’s description of the natural and
social world as fundamentally coordinated systems, echoing and bolstering the modes of
Progressive political reform in New York City. This strategy provoked a variety of resistances,
from Catholic schoolteachers to rural southern voters to academic biologists themselves. These
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tensions are not simply side-notes to Hunter’s project. Instead, they defined the project. First,
religious advocates fighting Civic Biology defined the project insofar as they actually changed
what Hunter was able to do; he did revise some parts of his manuscript to appease the Boston
Catholic teachers, and after the Scopes Trial, American Book Company in fact published a new
edition in 1928 entitled A New Essentials of Biology which re-emphasized the rural
characteristics of the earlier 1907 and 1911 editions.264 But beyond that, these tensions defined
the project because Hunter used the regional politics to construct his own respectability and
credibility.
Any resistance— from teachers, from parents and communities with conflicting beliefs,
from educators looking for more regionally specific curriculum— allowed American Book
Company to position themselves as arbiters of information in opposition to their critics. Even in
response to Charles Allen, the botanist at University of Wisconsin, Madison who objected to
Hunter’s commitment to interdisciplinary biology, one editor wrote that Allen was “evidently
wedded yet” to the report of the Committee of Ten and the College Entrance Units, making him
“out of harmony with the modern movements” in science education. Disparagingly, the editor
wrote, “We shall probably find many Professor Allens in the country….The conversion of the
academic man is a slow process."265 By positioning Hunter as an “applied” author rather than an
“academic man” allowed American Book Company to establish their own basis for singular
monopoly on carrying information and ideas between young people and researchers. Conversely,
part of American Book Company’s strategy to sell textbooks to schools in the first place was to
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denounce individual teacher’s competence and thereby justify a need for textbooks as a more
consistent source of information.26619th century students often brought to class an eclectic mix of
books their families already owned on a given topic; textbook publishers hoped to ensure their
buyer’s market by posing doubts about the teachers’ abilities to manage their individual
classrooms.267
Even educators themselves used the resistance of less prominent social groups such as
Catholic schoolteachers, rural southerners, or anyone in opposition to institutional academic
science to fortify their own credibility. One of Hunter’s colleagues at DeWitt Clinton wrote in
the High Points teacher journal:
And now for superstitions! It is really astounding how much faith pupils have in their pet
beliefs!... No longer does the Medicine-Man say his incantations over a poisoned
stream… Underlying all of this, and threading through it is your own abiding conviction
and deep faith in the truth of Science, shining like a guiding star for you and them…
Your pupils will love to hear again of cotton cleaning before and after Eli Whitney….268
In this passage, the teacher used “faith” to describe both “pet beliefs” as well as “the truth of
Science,” superficially undermining the distinction he hoped to make between the two
epistemologies. But in the article, he exhorts the teacher to “awaken” in students “a confidence
and faith in you, even if not yet in science.” His intention is to locate the science teacher as the
prophet.
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It was not William Jennings Bryan, during his prosecution of John Scopes, nor the
various politicians who wrote anti-evolution legislation in the few years before, who brought
biology into the sphere of civic politics. Rather, biology education was a site of political
imagining on its own terms, using new interpretations of evolution to theorize the dynamics of
large systems that included both human and non-humans. This was a worldview based on New
York City Progressive-Era politics of coordination and planning. In analyzing the resistances to
Hunter’s monograph from a variety of sources, we see that the resistances shaped the project of
biology in two ways: first, by winning some of the revisions of language in the textbook that
stood in tension with their values, and second, by acting as a cultural foil to academic scientific
epistemology, allowing urban biology educators like Hunter to define their own base of
credibility against all of the increasingly visible voices to which they stood in opposition.
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CHAPTER 4

Model Students

The previous chapters analyzed the relationship between George William Hunter’s
changing description of the natural world and the political and cultural landscapes in which
students lived. As biologists and political philosophers analyzed systems on an increasingly large
scale, they explored the principals and mechanisms of organizing complexity. The Progressive
Era discourses in New York City, both in economic and biological spheres of thought, described
systems of coordination towards the seamless functioning of a larger whole. The previous
chapters have examined the ways these ideologies shaped discourse and institutional structures
from public school systems to ideals of American democracy to the content of George William
Hunter’s biology textbook. As biologists and political economists described mechanisms of
“coordination,” they walked a fine line between technologies of cooperation and technologies of
control. Biologists increasingly came to imagine organization in the natural world as driven by
processes of cooperation, division of labor, mutualistic symbiosis, and highly communicative
networks of information. Progressive reformers hoped to a collective organized society in which
each participant genuinely subscribed to the goals of the whole community. The previous
chapters show how these discourses encountered challenges to their definitions of community,
their idealized models of exchange and labor, and their philosophies of the role of the individual.
This chapter shows how biology educators used pedagogical techniques transposed from these
larger biological and political discourses, and shows a few cases of how those pedagogical
models operated in practice.
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Hunter’s textbook provided a biological narrative about how students and teachers should
think and act in order to participate in their society as citizens. This chapter will examine the
fragmentary evidence of how teachers and students themselves experienced this discourse in the
material practices of classroom life. This chapter will analyze research literature published by
educators and educational researchers, photographs and written physical descriptions of
classrooms and students’ bodies, correspondence between educators and American Book
Company, and the content of Hunter’s laboratory manual texts to analyze how a changing
discourse about social and biological organization manifest in the context of classroom practices.
In biology laboratories classrooms, students were directly learning the theories of this new
discourse through the curriculum; simultaneously, students were subject to the implications of
these same theories of organization and information in structuring their institutional and political
environments. Unfortunately, little testimony from students themselves survives in the written
archive. Textbooks remain in libraries while student laboratory notebooks have been discarded.
Rather, by triangulating adults’ writing about students, this analysis depicts how the “model
student” was imagined and described.

LABOR AND INFORMATION
Progressive Era projects of educational reform, developed pedagogical practices that
engaged both the philosophies of labor and philosophies of epistemology of the time to teach
particular epistemic virtues to their students. These discourses both analyzed a central challenge
of organization: how to communicate information across distant spaces and diverse actors.
Education reformer Franklin Bobbitt wrote in 1918: “As agencies of social progress… schools
should give efficient service…” which he defined as a curriculum “directed, not by guess or
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whim or special self-interest, but by science.”269 This chapter will show how the reformers
reimagined the biology laboratory curriculum in relation to the philosophy of labor known as
“scientific management” and the epistemic regime of “mechanical objectivity” during the
Progressive Era.
Scientific Management, as codified by Frederick Winslow Taylor in 1911, used
quantitative metrics to increase the efficiency of industrial laborers.270 In the spirit of “scientific
management” as applied to education, reformers utilized these techniques of controlling
industrial labor to control teachers’ practices in the classroom as well as to produce students who
reflexively internalized the principles of efficient production. Through the architecture of
classrooms, quantitative education research on students’ and teachers behaviors, institutional
regimes of standardized testing, as well as the deployment of Hunter’s textbooks and laboratory
manuals in the first place, reformers used classrooms as sites where students would rehearse
modes of labor that would prepare them to take their roles as future citizens as participants in a
new model of social organization and civic life.
Educators hoped not simply to train students to participate in Progressive society but to
truly learn the epistemic virtues upon which the biological model of coordination was predicated.
In classrooms, students didn’t simply need to learn how to behave, but how to derive
understanding from evidence provided. Scientific Management, Progressive political projects
like public health, and descriptions of ecological systems all depended on the ability to reliably
communicate information. In high schools, as indoor laboratory studies largely replaced outdoor
nature study expedition, students increasingly engaged with proxies of nature rather than with
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objects and organisms. Students performed laboratory exercises with carefully selected and
marketed “model” organisms, photographs, graphical representations, statistics, diagrams,
microscope slides, and other technologies of indirect observation. Like the social and industrial
tools of census-taking, statistical research, and image-based mass culture, these scientific images
sacrificed proximity to the object for the goal of abstraction (in the case of diagrams or statistics)
or access to observations that were previously impossible (for example, organisms not local to
the region, cells too small to see without a microscope’s magnification). With increasing focus
on these proxy images (in the form of numbers or of pictures), educators wrestled with varying
criteria of objectivity. In the age of “mechanical objectivity” and “trust in numbers,” which
emphasized the power of routinized processes to create distilled information such as statistics or
photographs, students had to learn how to create, read, and interpret these images according to
“objective” criteria.271
Many historians of science have traced how scientists’ personal and political ideologies
have manifest into their scientific inquiry. Evelyn Fox Keller calls this positionality “a view from
somewhere.”272 Keller notes though, that this deep connection between person and worldview
operates iteratively: not only does the scientists viewpoint structure their understanding of the
natural world, but the scientific understanding of the natural world structures our understanding
of ourselves and our subjectivities.273 With evidence of how the “model” child was described, the
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chapter argues that centralizing technologies such as Hunter’s biology textbook exported not
only a vision of organization in biology but also a vision of the adolescent subjectivity.
“Adolescents” represented a historically new category of person, constructed by developmental
psychologists as states passed child labor laws that increased the number of young people in high
schools. The emerging fields of scientific pedagogy and child development sought to measure,
codify, define, and shape this new category of person.

LABORATORY BIOLOGY CURRICULUM
As described in the previous chapter, twentieth century science educators moved away
from the widely popular nature study curriculum towards a biology curriculum directed at urban
students. Instead of outdoor exploration of rural areas, the increasingly prevalent academic
biology curriculum led students in laboratory exercise in specialized indoor classrooms. In 1907,
in his first textbook edition Elements of Biology, Hunter insisted that simple textbooks (including
his own) were insufficient, and emphasized the value of hands-on work with biological
materials. He wrote: “it is not enough to study a book alone… the specimen is, after all, the
main thing… in biology the great out of doors makes a much more useful laboratory than an
schoolroom.”274 However, in increasingly large urban schools, the laboratory exercise became
increasingly common, for high school students. By 1922, an article in the New York City
teacher’s journal advocated that only elementary students should use nature study curriculum,
and beginning in grades 7-9, “laboratory method of inferring, formulating and testing scientific
judgments assumes the major role.”275 Instead of experiencing “the great out of doors,” students
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spent more time on laboratory exercises. Hunter published a laboratory manual alongside each
textbook edition; the manuals described classroom exercises for teachers to use throughout the
year. Hunter intended these laboratory manuals to aid teachers in leading their students into “the
inductive search for the unknown.”276
Laboratory exercises themselves were not a 20th century innovation per se, but instead
this pedagogical technique was a central part of science education starting in the late 19th
century. Even before the 20th century shift to interdisciplinary biology, botany classes would
spend up to half of their assignments on lab work, and had double-length periods for lab work in
school time, according to an 1895 National Education Administration report.277 By 1906 the
American Society of Zoologists described lab time as composing two thirds of course time and
emphasized the practice of laboratory notebooks, in which students were expected to keep
carefully labeled drawings of each step in the procedure.278 Laboratory exercises designed for
students echoed the mode of experimental biology that increasingly dominated the American
academic sphere in the latter decades of the 19th century. Hunter and other vocal reformers
advocated for the importance of student-driven inquiry. Despite this rhetoric of exploration, in
their form and content, Hunter’s manuals left little room for student agency. Further, education
research, which focused on measuring classroom efficiency, denied even teachers’ autonomy as
leaders of the inquiry, hoping to standardize the mechanisms of each laboratory procedure to
maximize the use of classroom time and diminish the teachers’ “fatigue.” American Book
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Company published Hunter’s manuals as fully bound volumes in contrast to the more common
loose-leaf laboratory exercise notebook, serving to formalize an increasingly rigid sequence and
assemblage of curricular elements.279
Increasingly centralized urban school systems had more capital available to invest in the
space and equipment necessary to support this curriculum. In Clinton Dewitt High School, where
Hunter taught, these long laboratory periods were held in separate biology laboratory classrooms,
with adjacent storerooms, teacher preparation rooms, and desks built for two students to sit
beside each other, instead of the single desks that were used in other types of classrooms (Figure
1, Figure 2, Figure 3).

Laboratory periods were often as short as forty minutes, leaving little time

for meandering exploration or for excursions outside the school building.280 The American
Museum of Natural History consistently was unable to supply enough specimens to fill the great
demand of New York City public schools and had to limit their lending policies to the schools
within the five boroughs.281 The changes in laboratory classroom architecture and student class
schedules illustrates how schools’ increasing dependence upon textbooks and laboratory manuals
like Hunter’s served not only to conceptually frame biological understanding, but to structure the
daily life and classroom practices of students around the country.
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Figure 1. “Standard Classroom Dimensions,” September 17, 1918. Collection of the Board of
Education. New York City Municipal Archives.
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Figure 2 “Standard Biology Laboratory and Recitation Room in High School,” July 9, 1926.
Collection of the Board of Education. New York City Municipal Archives.

Figure 3 “Biology Laboratory Classroom, Far Rockaway High School, Queens,” May 14,
1929. Collection of the Board of Education. New York City Municipal Archives
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Experimental laboratory exercises posed several challenges for teachers. First, teachers
found that they needed to devote time to training students on experimental equipment. Second,
they were expected to guide students in navigating between three sources of sense data−the
textbook illustrations, their experiential observations outside of the classroom, and the
experimentally manipulated specimens in laboratory exercises−each of which often contradicted
the others. These contradictions placed teachers in positions of high-stakes navigation as they
managed pressures to allocate limited time and to perform expected results on state tests. Third,
they were guiding students in a process of extrapolation that relied upon a great deal of cognitive
conceptual framing; although experimental procedures are predicated on their ability to depict
wider principles, students were not always able to articulate those principles, especially when
their wider cosmology did not (yet) align with Progressive-Era biological models. The
reformers’ ideals faced major tension with the realities of classroom life.
Through the curriculum reform movements towards experimental laboratory biology,
students were simultaneously cast as new types of subjects, and new types of objects. On the one
hand, adolescents were new types of subjects because of a confluence of child labor laws, and
increasing schooling expectations; the bodies inhabiting the growing numbers of classrooms in
America were from a new category of “adolescent,” a person who was not simply a smaller, less
skilled, working adult, but rather a still-developing mind who had been afforded another four
years of incubation from the demands of capitol production, civic participation, and family roles.
On the other hand, these young people were also new types of objects; the emerging fields of
scientific pedagogy and child development sought to measure, codify, and define this new
category of person. Further, the emerging field of “scientific management,” as applied to
classrooms, saw the student as the “output” of a series of practices. By adjusting pedagogical
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techniques, educators could shape the students’ abilities and knowledge base to produce
graduates with ways of thinking and knowing that corresponded with the educators’ own
epistemological, moral, and political virtues.

ORDERING MINDS AND BODIES
Biology classrooms occupied a unique position in education reformers’ transformation of
schools into a site of social change. American educators discussed the disintegration of family
life and positioned schools as surrogate parents. By concentrating adolescent life in a school
setting, the state accumulated responsibility for raising young people. In 1919, the
Superintendent of New York City Department of Education wrote an “open letter” to his “Fellow
teachers” reminding them that they were “bound” to embody “loyal Americanism.” He wrote:
Our system has no place for any teacher whose personal convictions make it impossible
for him to be a sympathetic expounder of the cherished ideals and institutions of our
national life….institutions worthy of reverence and respect, to be modified, not by
chaotic and destructive revolutions such as we find exemplified in the Bolshevistic
movement in Europe, but by the gradual and orderly changes that have always been
characteristic of the development of Anglo-Saxon institutions. Teachers who cannot
assent to this general point of view are, in my opinion, ineligible, as a matter of law, and
undesirable as a matter of self-respect, to contract with the Board of Education to carry
out the ideals…[of] the State law and bylaws.282
The state could not regulate parenthood, but the government administered teacher certification
programs with increasingly extensive requirements, extending the term of even small state
Normal School teacher training programs from one year to terms lasting two to four years.283 In
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the scientific pedagogy movement, classrooms themselves became a second type of laboratory:
one for investigating the bodies and minds of the students.
As educators changed their descriptions of how nature was organized, they shifted their
assertions of what modes of analysis would capture students’ interest. Comparing Hunter’s
multiple editions of his textbook reveals important transitions in how he characterized of the
urban adolescent student. In Hunter’s 1907 edition Elements of Biology, he asserted that the
fourteen-year-old student’s interest would be captivated by “the life activities of plants and
animals”; he suggested that students would perform “simple experiments in plant physiology”
with “zest” and would “readily” comprehend “laboratory and field work, so far as they relate to
adaptations to functions.”284 In the 1914 revision, Hunter wrote instead that students’ interest
was more focused on “the care and functions of the human body” and “the control and
betterment of the environment.”285 In 1922, one of Hunter’s colleagues at Dewitt Clinton echoed
this transition from individual adaptation to environmental coordination and transposed this
emerging biological focus into a changing model of a students’ developmental process. He
disputed what he saw as an obsolete claim that students were interested “the details of the
environment,” and argued instead that adolescence was
the period when they are ready for a big view of things….big units and a broad
outlook rather than …minute details…Their interest in food is not restricted to the
selection of a good dietary. They are interested also in how the food supply of the
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world is maintained….286
Three years earlier, an editor of the same teacher’s bulletin summarized psychology research that
asserted that during adolescence “boys and girls normally turn their attention away from self and
centre [sic] it on larger interests.”287 As the ideals of the Progressive Era shifted towards larger
scale networks and visions of a cooperative society, educators described students’ interests in the
same terms. It is impossible to know how much students’ interests may or may not have shifted
due to the actually shifting political and economic realities they experienced. What is notable is
that the educators’ imaginations of young people’s minds acted as central justification for
curriculum reform. Hunter’s new biology curriculum hoped to instill a Progressive vision of
social and natural order within the very minds and bodies of students by asserting a new
description of their interest in “a big view of things” as a universal phase of cognitive
development.
Educators hoped to render extend these political ideals of cooperation into their models
of students’ interactions within their communities at the level of the classroom, the school, and
the municipal body. George Hunter used examples of collaborative citizenship to direct students
in proper behavior. For instance, he exhorted students “not to scatter refuse” from their lunches,
because this behavior would “show lack of school spirit and lack of civic pride.”288 He captioned
a photograph of a girl throwing garbage out of a tenement window into the street, explaining that
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because she was a “foreigner” she “knew no better”- indicating that a true citizen would embrace
his call for a “motto” of “unselfishness.”289 The classroom acted as a stage to rehearse
citizenship, according to the ideals articulated by Progressive models of cooperation, based in
biological frameworks. Educators used these small disciplinary habits to illustrate their ideals of
the social contract in a changing cultural landscape.
Across disciplines, educators discussed ways to deemphasize competition and instead
orient students’ attention to collective goals. In his influential book entitled Social Control: A
Survey of the Foundations of Order, education reformer Edward Ross deplored the condition
whereby without “moral value” schools were “less an instrument of social control than an aid to
individual success.”290 Instead of this historically competitive model of classroom routine, U.S.
Commissioner of Education William T. Harris hoped to use classrooms to dissolve “clanship”
and “teach children interpersonal cooperation through subjects of mutual interest like natural
history.”291 In a 1909 article entitled “Teaching Biology in the Schools,” Benjamin Gruenberg
(one of Hunter’s colleagues at DeWitt Clinton and a graduate student of cytologist Thomas Hunt
Morgan) expressed his concern that historically, education had been “chiefly directed toward
giving the individual certain advantages”, writing instead that public school biology education,
partly because it was funded by taxpayers, should “advance… the general standard of
living…demand such organization and administration of industries as will eliminate all want and
privation,” and generally provide “gain to the community.”292 The 1911 report on the Scientific
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Management in High Schools optimistically asserted that Scientific Management, applied to
biology classrooms, could produce “Joyous co-operation of teachers with pupils at all times,”
echoing Taylor’s hope to reimagine the relations of production whereby management and labor
would be “friends instead of enemies.”293 Industrial and educational reformers described scenes
where workers and managers- or students and teachers- worked together toward a common goal
of production. In practice, both scientific management and scientific pedagogy invoked a rhetoric
of collaboration and cooperation while actually describing technologies of coordination and
control.
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Figure 4 “PS 17, Staten Island,” 1900. Collection of the Board of Education. New York City
Municipal Archives.

Educator’s rejection of philosophies of individualist competition manifested in many
material forms, including the architectural layout of biology laboratory classrooms themselves.
Most academic classrooms placed students in individual desks, often “fixed” to the floor in rows
facing the teacher’s desk. 294 Instead of this individualist model, biology laboratory classrooms
featured rows of laboratory benches where students sat in pairs, enabling them to collaborate on
experiments and slightly disrupting the complete atomization of students from each other (Figure
4).
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other at continuous workspaces were vocational classrooms such as woodshop or sewing classes.
Like the biology laboratory, vocational classes often required students to engage in tasks on
physically larger surfaces; the curriculum focused on training students to use equipment and
pieces of apparatus that would have been too expensive for the school department to provide
each student with his or her own machine. Schools used classrooms to produce cooperative
students who were able to strategize together on tasks and understand the functioning of largescale systems− roles that would directly prepare them for their role in an industrial workforce.

SCIENTIFIC MANAGEMENT OF BIOLOGY CLASSROOMS
Reformers developed metrics to evaluate curriculum design based on the criteria outlined
by the philosophy of “scientific pedagogy.”295 Rather than appealing to Nature Study’s romantic
ideals of “curbing unruly boys and setting higher moral standards,” educators hoped that
educational metrics would provide a degree of tangible evidence to determine which reforms
should be implemented.296 As school systems increased rapidly in scale—both in their level of
enrollment and in their degree of coordination across schools and districts—common metrics
became increasingly important in a political discourse that advocated large, centralizing school
systems. As early as 1893, the New York City mayoral campaign was dominated by a
discussion of the state of urban education; candidate [name] denounced the existing systems as
“unscientific” because authority was divided and decentralized, resulting in a lack of
accountability and responsibility.297
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In New York City, advocates of “scientific pedagogy” directly referenced the economic
work of Frederick Taylor, author of the 1911 monograph Principles of Economic Management.
Taylor, studying industrial settings, developed a wide variety of concrete, precise metrics to
study workers’ motion in order to “eliminate all false movements, slow movements, and useless
movements” and increase the level of productivity.298 The New York City High School
Teacher’s published a report in 1911 entitled The Scientific Management of High Schools. The
report used Taylor’s model to understand New York City schools as industrial institutions; a
specific working group of teachers discussed the “application of scientific management to
biology classrooms.” The biology teachers in this group listed “parallels” between factories and
schools: in schools, “the output is the student,” “the teacher obviously corresponds to planning
department; superintendent [to the] manager of a factory.” To increase “the efficiency of the
laborer i.e. the pupil,” the report advocated using tools such as “printed outlines, seating plans of
classes, recitation cards, attendance sheets, and other devices,” which would serve as “labor
saving” technologies to ensure that “better quality of work” could be obtained “with less
expenditure of energy.”299 In 1909, reformer Leonard Ayers developed an Index of Efficiency to
evaluate a school’s performance.300 One of the major sources of “inefficiency” was the high rate
of student dropout (“elimination”) and students kept back for a grade level (“laggards”), both of
which consumed classroom space and teachers’ time without producing the outputs the schools
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hoped for.301 A 1904 report by New York City found that 39% of students were at least one year
behind grade level for their age.302 At the time, most educators assumed that these students were
leaving secondary school because of economic pressures to work, and hoped that increased
enforcement of labor regulations and mandatory schooling policies could keep students’ in
school.303
Many education researchers advocated for biology curriculum according to a vague claim
of “utility;” in one study, the researcher hoped that unlike Latin, Greek, or French, that biology
curriculum provided students with some “usefulness.”304 Indeed, Hunter hoped his curriculum
would directly train students to behave as laborers: when teaching about the effects of alcohol,
Hunter reminded students “many corporations, notably several of our greatest railroads
(Pennsylvania and the New York Central Railroad among them), refuse to employ any but
abstainers in positions of trust.”305 Indeed, many education reformers across disciplines were
trying to dismantle the rhetoric of “transfer of training”- an older theory of pedagogy that
asserted that traditional academic skills such as memorization studies would be applicable in
other more pragmatic contexts.306 Empirical education studies analyzing materials such as
College Entrance Examinations and New York State Regents Tests argued that there was little
evidence of transference of school learning into other non-academic spheres.307 In 1906 the
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Massachusetts State Congress commissioned a report (published by Teacher’s College) on
industrial and technical education. Contrary to the assumption that students dropped out because
they faced an immediate need to bring wage income to their family, the investigation instead
found that students reported “dissatisfaction” with their curriculum’s promise for any
occupational rewards later in their career.308 As more students enrolled in high schools, the
mandate of education shifted as well, renegotiating its relationship to civic life: the student
bodies across many schools increasingly consisted of students who, if they completed their
degrees, would leave school to enter factories as laborers, not managers or economic elites.
After failing to fulfill promises of industrial reward for students, biology educators were
forced to articulate a different set of claims to justify the value of their curriculum. Rather than
promising occupational advantage, educators began to make more abstract claims about the
ability of the biology curriculum to provide students with “attributes of a well-ordered mind.”309
David Noble has shown how higher education institutions began to develop more applied
curriculum in the years following the First World War, as a new class of returning veterans
enrolled in college. Commenting on the increasing allegiances between universities and
industrial engineering enterprise, an editor of the New York Times observed, “specialized science
is yearly taking on a larger part in industry.” Worried about the fusion of industrial and
intellectual institutions, the editor wrote, “If advancement is to remain free, it can only be on the
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basis of liberal advancement for the deserving worker.”310 Enrollments in higher education
climbed after the War, but secondary schools faced the same challenges two decades earlier, and
had already developed a wide range of theory and practice to attempt to make schooling relevant
to the industrial worker.
Educators hoped to use pedagogical technologies to produce students who would
function as citizens and laborers within a Progressive-Era ideal of a centralized, organized
society. The role of the laboratory exercise functioned as a rehearsal process for students as
objects within a system of organization. By engaging in epistemic practices of inquiry- and, more
often, by observing those practices demonstrated- educators hoped that students would develop
an instinctual understanding of their role in an organized cosmology with no clear boundary
between human and natural elements. In a laboratory exercise investigating frog behavior,
George Hunter enjoined students to “compare a reflex action with an act of thought.”311 Here,
Hunter recognizes the slippery parallels between intellectual labor with physical labor, showing
students that their minds acted as tools in the regime of national knowledge production.
Twentieth century biology laboratory exercises echoed the demands of the new political
economic organizational order. By rehearsing actions such as repetitive laboratory manipulations
scripted by detailed laboratory instructions, students mimicked industrial production. By
systematizing these practices and epistemologies to communicate knowledge, educators hoped
that students would internalize these modes of coordinated labor into reflex actions, turning
actions into internalized thoughts.
However, as teachers struggled to enact their mandate to “mak[e] exact application of
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scientific principles” to biology classrooms, they encountered one major source of tension: the
students themselves. In the same report, the superintendent notes that unlike the raw material
inputs of industrial production, students carried their own subjectivity. The report describes three
challenges to teachers as classroom managers: that “the raw material (pupil) is affected by so
many outside conditions”, “poor raw material cannot be exchanged for good”, and that the
teacher “never sees or deals with a finished project.”312 The schools faced a double challenge: to
produce students’ subjectivities such that they internalized the drive to work (as Taylor hoped
would be true of the laborers in his factories), and to simultaneously produce students as objects
that could be measured, deployed, and commoditized into the material landscape, (as Taylor
hoped the products of manufacture would become elements of physical life sold for a high
profit). The student occupied the dual role of laborer and product, and thus held (often
conflicting) qualities of subject and object.

LABORATORY MANUAL AS SCRIPT
Despite the calls for student-directed inquiry, teachers more often used laboratory
exercises much the same as text itself was deployed in the textbook volumes: as standard,
scripted sequences that left little space for student discovery. Despite Hunter’s hope to the
contrary, the laboratory exercises became little more than extensions of textbooks’ role as
centralized scripts of control. All of these challenges resulted in a set of classroom practices that
left little room for students to actually do science. Hunter and other reformers justified laboratory
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procedures as a pedagogical tool to capture student interest, teach students the skills of
independent induction and inquiry, and explain concepts in hands-on, applied situations.
However, the centralization of New York educational institutions, and Hunter’s conflicted
portrait of the teacher’s degree of freedom in the classroom resulted in classroom practices that
positioned students in largely passive roles.
Basic miscommunications at every level of bureaucracy posed logistical challenges to
disseminating lab curriculum. The laboratory exercise companion to the 1914 Civic Biology
wasn’t published until two years after the textbook was released. The businessmen at American
Book Company knew that this was financially risky, and while in negotiations, hoped that the
editorial content holdups would go faster.313 They tried to motivate Hunter to acquiesce to more
of the changes, complaining “any means of torture are justifiable in bringing Mr. Hunter to
time!”314 The delay in publication caused problems for teachers relying on the lab manual. H. H.
Tracy, the head of the high school biology department in a California high school asked for
prints of manual exercises "in crude form, either your first copy or some typewritten set" before
the new manual is published. Tracy argued, "my time is very full, as most teachers' time, and I
do not see how I can work up the exercises for this first half year.”315 American Book Company
replied that they could not send problem sets ahead of time because of copyright restrictions.
They simply assured Tracy that the book will be published soon and is "well worth waiting
for."316 Beyond inconveniencing teachers who sat waiting for the laboratory manual, the delay
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caused baseline confusion about how to use the laboratory manual in conjunction with the
descriptive textbook. Hunter continually had to defend his work to teachers, explaining that it
was “in reality an incomplete book” against critics who he believed failed to “fully understand
the relation between the manual and the text.” Frustrated with American Book Company, Hunter
wrote that for the sake of “good business, as well as good pedagogy,” the company should hasten
“to get the two books in the hands of possible users and critics at nearly the same time."317 The
laboratory model itself was not new, but it had never been so widely employed without
corresponding student time in outdoor settings. Even for young teachers who had experienced
Nature Study curriculum in their own education, the laboratory model of biology education was
a new pedagogical method, and many teachers expressed either confusion or resistance to the
laboratory manuals.
Hunter did not trust the teachers to carry out his curriculum as he had imagined. In the
introduction to Civic Biology, Hunter wrote provocatively that “the laboratory method was such
an emancipation from the old-time bookish slavery of pre-laboratory days that we may have been
inclined to overdo it and to subject ourselves to a new slavery.”318 Hunter rejected the completely
scripted role of a laboratory manual to determine behavior; to combat the “new slavery” he
intentionally wrote exercises that were “a bit crude”… “for the sake of simplicity.” This style
was “somewhat different” than other laboratory manuals on the market; Hunter believed that
other manuals “spoiled [students] in the making” by including “too many details.” He rejected
comments from an American Book Company editor because she had “placed much more
instance on the form of the experiment” and “added materials or cut up the experiment too
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much.” He hoped to simplify the procedural description in order to create a manual that offered
“uniformity in the method.”319 Partly, this streamlined uniformity served as a tool for export;
with cleaner descriptions and a more consistent, modular format, Hunter created a document that
could be deployed nationwide. Hunter’s anxiety that didactic laboratory exercises would “spoil”
students came from a widespread movement to reorient pedagogical techniques around the child.
Even textbook authors at the time conducted explicit empirical research to collect science
questions that captured students’ interest prior to composing textbook monographs.320 The
simplicity of the lab exercises was aimed to foster an ethic of work and curiosity for students—
one centered on their own questions (notably, questions already articulated in the manual).
Between the 1907 and 1914 editions of the textbook, Hunter rephrased the chapter
headings so that he presented each topic in “problems.” For instance, one chapter opens with the
“problem” of discovering “what causes young plants to grow?”321 Further, instead of simply
using laboratory procedures as “demonstrations” as he describes hands-on activities in the 1907
textbook edition, Hunter modeled a process of inquiry-based questioning.322 In the 1907 edition,
Hunter rarely broke the fourth wall between reader and author. In the 1914 edition, he often
directly addressed students or indirectly broke the barrier of the page by including himself in a
collective “we” that was engaging with the natural world alongside the students. To describe the
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process of oxidation of food, Hunter wrote, “Is it not logical to suppose that all living things,
both plant and animal, release energy as the result of oxidation of foods within their cells? Let us
see if this is true in the case of the pea…If we take equal number of soaked peas…” and thus
began his example of energy transfer.323 By rhetorically positioning his own role as a textbook
author alongside the perspective of the student, he reoriented the classroom away from the
teacher, a relatively new position for schools at the time.324
Notably, Hunter did not allow students to question everything. The American Book
Company assistant editor Ada Weckel, in her comments to the draft manuscript of Civic Biology,
pointed out that in the chapter titled "Man's Improvement of his Environment", Hunter omitted
any introduction with Problem Questions.325 Hunter agreed to add them, and they appear in the
published edition.326 This brief exchange raises the question: did Hunter’s initial omission
indicate some hesitance that children should be able to inquire into the more political or civic
arena through the same methods by which they were learning to use in the biological sphere?
However, as the manual became deployed in actual classroom settings, it is clear that students
were offered little role to pose questions or engage in problems that were in any way open-ended
even for inquiries into biological material that he did not explicitly extend into the arena of the
social.
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Just as Hunter did not trust teachers to carry out his curriculum, he also did not trust
students to engage in the “right” kind of inductive reasoning. He qualified his enthusiasm for
biology in “the great out of doors” by warning readers that “observations made at home or out of
doors should, when possible, be verified in the laboratory under the supervision of a teacher.”327
Despite the education reform movements’ calls for student-centered pedagogy, Hunter painted a
picture of student incompetence. He wrote, “the boy or girl of average ability upon admission to
the secondary school is not a thinking individual…the inductive search for the unknown is as yet
a closed book.”328 Despite his later hope for simplicity and reduced amount of detail in
describing the procedure, in 1907 he insisted that at least for “young” students, “minute
directions” were “necessary.”329 In his 1909 laboratory manual, Hunter described children as
“untrained in observation, unskilled in accurate description and easily discouraged by being left,
at the outset of their studies, too much to their own device.”330 This attitude was common. In a
curriculum designed in collaboration between the American Museum of Natural History and the
Brooklyn Botanical Garden, the authors opened the course programs with the warning that
“unguided observation and haphazard questioning result in careless thinking and in a waste of
time for both teacher and pupil.”331 For student-centered inquiry to work, educators had to
develop technologies to script behaviors and logical processes of thought such that students
could be more predictable performers in the roles they were expected to play.
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Despite Hunter’s attempt to standardize the forms of experimentation, the general
transition from natural history lessons to laboratory exercises still put a great amount of
responsibility in the hands of teachers. Hunter argued that because teachers had such discretion
in teaching lab activities, he did not “think it worthwhile” to send a laboratory manual away for
fine editing in the first place. Here is one of his key distinctions between a laboratory manual and
a textbook. In a textbook, Hunter argued,
every additional point of view is valuable in making a successful text. In a
manual, however, each individual teacher has his or her own way of putting a
problem to the student: we might say that there are as many ways of stating the
questions on a given problem as there are individual teachers.332
In the textbook, Hunter solicited teachers’ opinions only during the editing process; once
American Book Company published the manuscript edition, Hunter expected students to read the
text as given. Laboratory exercises represented the opposite; no input was needed into the text
because various “ways of putting a problem to a student” could simply be rendered into the
teaching practice directly. This amount of teacher discretion made one reviewer nervous, and he
commented, "in the hands of a good teacher, the book should be very useful. I think the book
makes rather unusually heavy demands upon the teacher, however, and wish that it could be
better adapted to the average or less than average teacher."333 While other publishing companies
issued accompanying volumes of “teacher manuals” to instruct teachers in the proper
pedagogical implementations of textbooks, Hunter’s textbooks and laboratory manuals were sold
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without supplementary materials, indicating a hope that teachers would have a high degree of
freedom in how to implement laboratory exercises in their classrooms.334
Frustrated by their inability to control student behavior more tightly to conform with
increasingly rigid standardized testing regimes, teachers often used laboratory manuals as a
recipe for performing “demonstrations” rather than independent student experiments. In Hunter’s
1909 manual, he wrote directly “experiments marked with a star may be performed by the
teacher and reported by the class.”335 The teachers and education managers hoped that if the
teacher simply performed some or all of the laboratory steps, classroom time would be
maximized. In a 1926 digest of research on science classroom pedagogy, three separate studies
investigated the benefits of demonstration versus individual laboratory inquiry.336 One study
asserted the teacher demonstrating the procedure would save as much as half of the time
necessary to complete a lesson, allowing the teacher to use the extra time to relate “facts and
principles to allied phenomena” while fostering “the enthusiasm of the class working
together.”337 One study reported the precise figure of 12.2 minutes saved for each laboratory
exercise that a teacher chose to demonstrate instead of allowing students to investigate the
biological material on their own terms.338 Another study of 337 schools in 10 states found that
the most common mode of laboratory learning in classrooms was a procedure in which “the
teacher gives directions either in oral or written form, from material previously selected from
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various sources.”339 Numerous studies, including one conducted by Hunter himself in 1922,
found that the “lecture method” of teaching, compared the “textbook method” and the
“development method,” resulted in the “least loss on recall” for students tested days or weeks
after the lesson. The problem in standardizing the method, however, is that each educational
study concluded with an emphasis on how greatly the “personal equation of the teacher”
mattered. Hunter noted that a “given method which to one teacher may be of great value, may
lose much of its value in the hands of another teacher…”340 Many of the studies measured
“teacher fatigue” and noted that oral classroom discussion led to better learning outcomes for
students, but that a laboratory manual was necessary to reduce the observed fatigue for teachers
that was so “noticeable” without a standardized procedural script.341 This type of research
directly referenced Frederick Taylor’s studies in factories, and the subsequent refinements by
industrial psychologists like Hugo Münsterberg; research that aimed to increase industrial
“efficiency” by carefully experimenting with people’s behaviors.342 This type of efficiency was
only possible through carefully deployed technologies of communication: laboratory manuals
that functioned as scripts, statistical abstractions to derive generalized conclusions, standardized
metrics to measure time, fatigue, memory, and production.
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In 1912, when the National Child Labor Committee established a Children’s Bureau in
both the U.S. Department of Commerce and the U.S. Department of Labor, their campaign’s
advocated for two major goals: the passage of state and federal legislation to ban most forms of
child labor, and legislation to enforce compulsory education in all states.343 As the preceding
analyses have shown, although these laws slowly reduced the number of children in the
workforce and placed them into public schools, the relationship between the school and the
industrial economy was more complicated than a simple dichotomy between knowledge and
labor. One key nexus of the two institutions was developing regimes of information technology.
The regimes of political economy in rising nation-states depended on an increasingly centralized
information economy. As biologists and economic actors imagined ways to coordinate systems
at increasingly large spatial scales, information technology was crucial to communicate between
elements, whether the elements were organs in a body or teachers working on separate coasts of
the country. While the term “information economy” is usually credited to Manuel Castells, who
describes social change in the 1970s, information plays a large role in economic histories of the
Progressive Era.344 Theodore Porter writes, “Quantification is well suited for communication that
goes beyond the boundaries of locality and community.”345 As laboratory biology curriculum
increasingly displaced Nature Study pedagogy, students began to encounter new mediums of
representing the natural world “from a distance.” With each new medium (be it a tool of image
or measurement), teachers, students, administrators, publishers, and scientists needed to share
some epistemological criteria of objectivity.
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While Lorraine Daston and Peter Galison analyze practices of scientific image-making,
and Theodore Porter deals with regimes of quantification, both studies analyze the role of
increasingly standardized tools in shifting definitions of objectivity. They argue that in this
historical moment, scientists redefine the path to truth, and shift objectivity from expertise to
machines. Porter describes idealized quantification as a tool that transmitted information across
“distance and distrust….” producing knowledge that is “independent of the particular people
who make it.”346 Daston and Galison describe how nineteenth century natural historians created
composite illustrations of specimens, emphasizing their distinctive features by using brighter
colors and magnifying proportions sizes. Increasingly, scientists turned instead to photographs,
which captured images of individual specimens with all of the idiosyncratic irregularities of a
single bird alongside their confusing similarities to other species. “Mechanical Objectivity”
claimed to represent “truth to nature” in three respects: “in its methods (mechanical), its morals
(restrained) and its metaphysics (individualized).”347 Photographs and models could facilitate a
specimen’s motion across time (while circumventing the instability of memory) and across space
(while circumventing the physical damage and cost of transport associated with collections such
as the AMNH travelling school collection). Laboratory procedures for high school biology
employed both quantification and scientific image-making as methods to represent certain
aspects of the natural world.
As students began spending less time observing organisms in nature, the laboratory
curriculum played a growing role in modeling a set of epistemological virtues that were
necessary for students to be able to “read” the evidence from an experiment. In a 1922 New York
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City teacher’s bulletin, Gustave Straubenmüller, a vocational education reformer, wrote that
education was too focused on “visual instruction, i.e. the getting of knowledge through the eye
and the formation of mental images.” The problem with this process is that these mental images
were “indistinct” and “uncertain”; Straubenmüller worried that “the merest suggestion leads us
astray and makes us put into our mental pictures, qualities, traits, movements, defects, etc., that
do not exist in the original object observed.”348 The observation-based curriculum of nature study
was increasingly replaced by a laboratory biology that emphasized machines and students’
ability to interpret the inscriptions produced by those machines. Experimental procedure
emphasizes the ability to visualize a proxy for a process that would otherwise take place beyond
what a student can observe otherwise. The experimental intervention makes a process legible to
observation by producing inscriptions or proxies (measuring growth in height; dying
chromosomes in cell culture). Instead of a process where the specimens at hand can speak for
themselves, experimental manipulation asks students to interpret inscriptions and proxies that
reproduce basic ongoing biological function.349
However, scientists and educators experienced great anxiety around this process of
interpretation. Straübenmuller wrote in the teacher’s bulletin that a picture or a model, while
never able to totally replace the specimen,
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“serves a great purpose in recalling to memory a former impression of an object or it is a
compensation where direct observation is not possible…Pictures make those see today
who were blind but yesterday. The picture has grown steadily in use as an aid in teaching,
particularly when the art of photography and cheap representations made it accessible to
all. …”350
This description of scientific imagery directly echoes the role of the image in the essay
Walter Benjamin would write in 1936, The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction
(upon which Daston and Galison’s argument about scientific images is based).351 Benjamin
emphasized Straubenmüller’s point of the ability of the image to transpose material across time
and space. Benjamin also spoke of the role of the image specifically as divorced from its context.
He noted that while ritual art was denoted by its significance within a system of context, that
mechanical art was severed from an accompanying explication or meaning system. While
Benjamin often described this severance as “liberation,” Straubenmüller expressed anxiety about
the role of the image in transporting content without context. Instead of accepting the image as
is, Straubenmüller hoped that the “duty” of education would be to teach children that “the mere
showing of a picture is valueless unless it is accompanied, preceded or followed by a talk.352
With the students’ sensory perception and individual power of intuition diminished, their
abilities to function in a laboratory setting increasingly depended on their ability to manipulate
laboratory instruments.
Educators justified both laboratory curriculum specifically and science education in
general as an opportunity to “explore the world of reality as deeply and widely as possible.”353
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As explored in the previous section, most classroom practices ignored reformers’ calls for
student-centered pedagogy, and most teachers demonstrated laboratory procedure instead of
allowing students to conduct open investigation. But the dearth of student inquiry was embedded
into the lesson structure itself: in contrast to Dewey’s call for inquiry-based investigation,
George Hunter’s laboratory emphasized the correct implementation of pre-determined steps,
denying student agency in constructing conclusions about the underlying laws of biological
systems. In actual classroom practice, students were being trained in an epistemic regime that
denied them access to their sense data, privileging instead the mechanical manipulation of
specimens and systems.354 To do this, classrooms needed to devote time to training students in
the physical machines and epistemic pathways through an experiment.
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Each laboratory manual began with an extensive description of the microscope apparatus,
which was described as an “instrument for making small objects appear larger.”355 The pages
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featured an almost physiological description of the microscope itself; the students were equally
responsible for understanding the mechanism of reproduction as the image it was reproducing
(Figure 5). Students needed to understand the particular function of the microscope as a machine
to understand how it was altering the visual image they saw: which lenses magnified, which dials
adjusted the sharpness, which numbers indicated the scale of magnification. Student’s needed to
examine the microscope as a machine in the same way that they would observe any biological
specimen. In the tradition of laboratory physiology, this exercise related the form of an organ
(each mechanical piece) to its function in producing the output of the image. Students’ success
relied upon their ability to tacitly read the image they saw in the microscope. One education
research intervention developed an after school program for more open inquiry, stating that one
of the goals of biology was to provide children with the opportunity for “playful manipulation of
toys, tools, machines, etc…” in order to investigate the material world.356 In a 1923 education
study, a researcher found that students’ “lab resourcefulness” (their ability to problem solve
during an experimental procedure) depended on their degree of familiarity with the experimental
apparatus.357 These were foreign objects, and students needed to develop an intuitive
understanding of their function from scratch.
A brief diagram in Hunter’s 1911 edition Essentials of Biology provides a small case
study to illustrate the conflicting epistemological sources that students and teachers had to
navigate. After using a diagram of a frog to lead her class in a dissection, Miss Marion Martin
wrote a frustrated letter to American Book Company. She protested that she would like a frog
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diagram that “corresponded more nearly with the frog as seen by the student.” She testified that
when her students opened the frog from the ventral side, they found that “the liver was the most
conspicuous organ and much more anterior than in the diagrams.” Further she objected that “For
some reason the heart was left out of the diagram and pupils find difficulty in placing it as they
know it rests on the anterior ventral part of the liver, yet to put it there on the diagrams would
make it too far posterior.” (Figure 6). When the students reached the digestive system, Martin’s
frustration built, and she wrote to Hunter, “Will you kindly tell me what the function of the
bladder is if it is not connected with the kidney?” In the body of any vertebrate, kidneys filter
blood and create urine, which is expelled through the bladder. However, if students did not come
to the laboratory knowing this physiology a priori, they confronted two conflicting pictures of
the frog’s body system. In the classroom, to resolve these discrepancies between the textbook
and the specimen, Martin simply told the students to ignore the diagram as a source of authority
and instead to tell the students “to draw the organs as seen in the laboratory.” Martin’s decision
put both her and her students at great risk: she expressed anxiety that her students’ dissection
diagrams, drawn from the specimens, would not be “acceptable in Albany,” where students
would send their laboratory notebooks to be graded in the New York Regents state tests.358
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Figure 6 George William Hunter, Essentials of Biology: Presented in Problems
(Cincinnati: American Book Company, 1911), 287.

The American Book Company editors exchanged internal correspondence before
replying directly to Martin’s critique. One editor wrote that Martin was “justified in criticizing
the diagram” admitting that the illustration is “not accurate.” The editor wrote “No position of
the liver can be accounted for” by the angle of the drawing. He continued,
No opening from the liver into the intestine… should be just below the stomach. The
heart should be in the diagram. The function of the bladder in the frog is the same as that
in all other vertebrates. In the frog the urine passes from the kidneys through the ureters
into the cloaca and then into the bladder. It is expelled from the bladder through the
cloaca. In other vertebrates, the urine passes from the kidneys through the ureters directly
into the bladder.359
Despite the editors’ concession to Martin’s objections, Hunter dismissed her concerns. He
admitted the validity of her claims about the diagrams’ flaws, but he rejected any responsibility
for the confusion because the “cut was taken out of Herrick’s zoology” and in any case, “of
course there is a connection [between the bladder and kidney]…only a woman would ask such a
question.... "360 The American Book Company ultimately acknowledged Martin’s complaints,
359
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and ceded that the case represented “one time where simplicity has been carried to an extreme"
but did not address Martin’s critique of the unconnected bladder and kidney with any direct
revision of the text.361
Martin’s challenge navigating contradictory sources of information and authority
illustrates a conflict between shifting paradigms of objectivity. On the one hand, there is the
paradigm of complete representation, or “truth to nature” from the tradition of 19th century
natural history (the hope that a diagram would correspond directly to the specimen). On the other
hand, there is the paradigm of independent sensory experience, and the education reformers’ call
to allow students expertise to represent nature themselves. Hunter separated the laboratory
manual from the textbook volume in the hopes of preventing students from only learning directly
from the book and instead relying on their own direct laboratory inquiry.362 However, Martin’s
struggle to interpret and implement Hunter’s laboratory manual shows the messiness of a
paradigm in transition. Hunter was hoping to “simplify” laboratory procedures, but Martin
worked with students and specimens that did not comply with Hunter’s model.
Here, the confusion that ensues in a simple frog dissection shows the complication when
text and visual representations were deployed to standardize and simplify widely varied material
realities. Hunter defended his emphasis on simplicity, against both Weckel’s editorial feedback
asking for more detail in the lab procedures, and Martin’s protest against the inaccurate frog
diagram. He wrote in the 1909 manual that technicalities would risk “distract attention from a
careful study of the specimen.”363 He assumed that the abstracted relationships between organs
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need not be detailed mechanically because he assumed that students already understood the frog
as a functional whole—the kidney must be connected to the bladder because of their connected
functions, and the diagram was therefore justified in omitting the ureter connection. The last
important structural element at play in this interchange is the new orientation of schools toward a
centralized system of education monitoring, governance, and review—Martin’s orientation
toward Albany.364
Just as the textbook diagram represented an image to communicate across distance, the
standardized testing regime used quantitative tools to communicate across distance within the
New York school system. The 19th century nature study curricula emphasized the practice of
student observations and notes. At the beginning of the 20th century, the New York Regents tests,
first established in 1865, would collect student laboratory notebooks as part of the state exams.365
However, by 1911 they disbanded this process and no longer evaluated students abilities to
record drawn observations. In a 1913 summary of research on “Scientific Management in High
Schools,” one teacher lamented that the previous system of evaluating notebooks had provided
students with a “powerful incentive” for students to “excel in individual laboratory work” as well
as providing the with “a certain security and confidence under the present system, for each
experiment performed and recorded was credited directly toward the state examination.” The
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teacher decried the Regent’s change of policy and shift away from evaluating students’
notebooks, and reported students’ “deep disappointment…, a feeling of insecurity, and a
deplorable lack of interest in science notebooks.”366 Without the ability to translate their
notebooks into objective legible markers of academic achievement, students had abandoned their
own role as image makers and instead participated in an increasingly regimented set of
classroom laboratory activities without space to interpret or evaluate the experimental
conclusions on their own terms.
Biology laboratory curricula staged students as would-be inquirers. The biology
curriculum designers imagined a laboratory classroom setting that organized behavior throughout
the experiments; the textbook authors wrote detailed instructions that scripted the procedures; the
school department designed tests that included student-submitted observation notebooks to track
their abilities to perform these particular forms of analysis. As the state passed child labor laws
and compulsory education policies, more young people were concentrated in public schools;
students were a perfect group to test new pedagogical methods that embodied these Progressive
ideologies. Biology, as the science of life, offered models to describe and understand the process
of creating, shaping, and mobilizing bodies. Biology education created life by making students:
in Ian Hacking’s words, “creating people” and in Michel Foucault’s biopower framework,
“making live.”367 Through the epistemic exercises of school laboratories, biology educators
rendered a type of student (as well as a type of teacher) into being as part of the very process of
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defining the content and justification for biology curriculum. As students encountered
philosophies of centralized organization on every level of discourse and material organization of
their daily life, texts like Civic Biology slowly naturalized the Progressive-Era model of
coordination as a description of life itself.
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It is possible to make any piece of biological work interesting by
keeping in mind that everything in nature is part of a great plan and
has a purpose. It is your place to find out just how the given part
that you may be studying is fitted or adapted to its work in the
general plan.
-George William Hunter, Elements of Biology, 1907, 14
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